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ABSTRACT
Corruption is believed to be one of the key instruments adopted by organised criminal groups to
avoid detection and obstruct counter-trafficking efforts. Although the use of corruption is often
mentioned along with human trafficking, few studies have empirically explored the factors and
mechanisms behind this nexus. The current report provides new insights in this little explored
area, drawing on a study carried out in Bulgaria (identified as an important source country) as
part of the project ANTICORRP, financed under the FP7 Programme of the European
Commission. The study explores key aspects of the link between human trafficking and
corruption, especially focusing on the role of corruption in avoiding prosecution, obfuscating
investigations and court trials already underway and minimising punishments where
aforementioned efforts have failed. The research findings shed light on the following key aspects
of the link between corruption and trafficking: 1) the most prominent corruption channels and the
actors involved in protecting members of organised crime from persecution; 2) the corruption
reach of different organised criminal groups; 3) main factors facilitating the emergence of
corruption schemes (legislation, socio-economic factors, ties between those working in black
markets and the influential leaders of now legal companies, heirs of criminal holdings, etc.). The
impact that corruption linked to trafficking has on victims is also addressed and
recommendations for tackling the problem are advanced. The methodology involved analysis of
media reports, analysis of court cases and in-depth semi-structured interviews with NGO
practitioners, law enforcement officers and prosecutors.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Corruption is an important facilitating mechanism for human trafficking (PACO, 2002; Hughes &
Denisova, 2001). The link between the two crimes is especially relevant in countries like
Bulgaria, which traditionally have had very high levels of corruption. The place that a particular
country occupies on the continuum between source and destination for victims can have a
bearing on the type and spread of corrupt practices connected to this particular kind of crime.
According to recent studies, Bulgaria along with Romania occupies one of the leading places
among the countries of origin for victims of trafficking in the EU (Eurostat, 2015: 34). In the
period between 2004 and 2015 an estimated 3,000 to 4,500 Bulgarian victims have been
trafficked to Western Europe.1 However, this number is significantly lower than that of actual
victims since it is based only on registered cases of trafficking. Different assessments put the
number of victims seeking assistance from state institutions between 8 and 10% of the total
(CSD, 2007). The main destinations for victims from Bulgaria are Western European countries
(among them Germany, Greece, the Netherlands, Italy, Spain, France, Switzerland, Austria etc.)
(UNODC, 2012; Doichinova et al., 2015: 18). Aside from being a key source country with regard
to victims, the majority of suspected traffickers of EU citizenship in the period 2010-2012 also
came from Bulgaria and Romania (where the number of convictions is much higher and has
doubled for the same period) (Eurostat, 2015). Similarly, all suspected traffickers operating in
Bulgaria were natives (Ibid).
Bulgarian legislation distinguishes between types of exploitation thus allowing for the collection
of differentiated data. Trafficking for sexual exploitation, especially of women and girls, is the
leading form of trafficking in the country (NCCTHB, 2014: 9). In 2013, the vast majority of
persons (80%) were trafficked for that purpose, about 90% of whom were women (PORB, 2013).
However, an increase in the number of men and boys becoming victims of trafficking (from 4% in
2008 to 12% in 2013 (Mancheva, Ilcheva, & Doychinova, 2014) has been observed. Considering
that the main goal of trafficking is sexual exploitation, it is important to address the legal status of
prostitution as sex workers are especially susceptible to become victims. In Bulgaria, the
commercial provision of sexual services is not itself a criminal offence but all other related
activities are illegal: pimping, running brothels, providing premises for lewd acts, etc. Even
though prostitution is not illegal, charges for living off funds earned in an illegal or immoral way
or for lacking identification documents are often brought against sex workers (Dobreva, 2013).
Even more alarmingly, victims of trafficking have sometimes been prosecuted for illegal border
crossing (Ibid). Therefore, in reality they can be and are treated in many cases as perpetrators
and not as victims of crime. In 2013, an attempt was made to stem demand for prostitution by
criminalising the use of victims of trafficking for lewd acts. However, this provision of the Criminal
Code has rarely been invoked (Ibid).
In Bulgaria, the link between organised crime and prostitution originated in the early 1990s.
Research by NGOs and other experts, suggest that in the late 1990s and early 2000s about 95%

1

The calculation is based on data from the Center for the study of Democracy (2012), Eurostat (2015) and preliminary
data for 2015 from the Bulgarian Prosecution Office. However, it is likely that some of these victims have been
registered more than once for that period.
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of prostitution was controlled by organised crime (Dobreva, 2013). Later estimates show a
decrease but nevertheless still significant OCG involvement in prostitution and trafficking (CSD,
2012). According to different studies, the trafficking of people for sexual exploitation is not only a
significant source of revenue for organised criminal groups but also has a substantial influence
on the country’s social and economic system. Different assessments put the proportion of
Bulgarian GDP connected to prostitution in and outside of the country between 3.6% and 7.2%
(CSD, 2007). Both criminal activities are highly lucrative businesses of international and even
global nature, generating huge amounts of illegal profit. Bulgarian organised crime generates an
estimated €1.46 billion annually from trafficking and between €123 million and €203 million from
domestic prostitution (CSD, 2012). OCG dominance over trafficking and the market of sexual
services further increases the vulnerability of sex workers to trafficking (Dobreva, 2013) and
complicates detection and prosecution as will be demonstrated in this report. Nevertheless,
despite the extent of the problem, data released by the Bulgarian Prosecution indicates that only
16% of all cases of crimes committed by organised criminal groups that reached trial phase in
2013 involved charges of human trafficking (PORB, 2013). From the cases that do reach courts,
it appears that the majority are concluded by a settlement (See Annex 2). Suspended sentences
predominate and when effective sentences are given, they are close to the minimum – or even
below it – foreseen for this crime (See Annex 2), despite the presence of aggravating
circumstances in many cases.
Recognising the extent of the problem of trafficking, Bulgaria has expanded and sharpened its
legislation. In 2002, amendments to the Criminal Code were adopted adding a new section on
human trafficking incriminating both national and trans-border trafficking in human beings as а
separate offence. Parallel to expanding and introducing more detailed criminal law regulations
on human trafficking, legislation and policies aiming to enhance protection of victims of trafficking
were developed and implemented. Furthermore, Bulgaria developed a specialised institutional
infrastructure for countering THB. The main body is the National Commission for Combating
Trafficking in Human Beings (NCCTHB) at the Council of Ministers. It is acting as an equivalent
mechanism to a national rapporteur to the European Commission on trafficking in Bulgaria, as
well as а national anti-trafficking coordinator. It coordinates the work of the national Mechanism
for Referral and Support to Trafficked Persons (Kozhuharova et al., 2010) which was first
implemented in 2008-2010. Furthermore, NCCTHB is responsible for the annual development of
a national programme for preventing and combating human trafficking and protecting victims,
which is subsequently presented to the government for adoption (NCCTHB, 2015).
The current report examines the corruption mechanisms that OCGs use to facilitate THB and
outlines the historical development of the phenomenon of trafficking, the criminal groups which
control it and current state of affairs. The major criminal actors involved have been identified with
their preferred modus operandi with regard to trafficking and corruption mechanisms. Based on
these findings, recommendations on combatting corruption linked to THB are advanced. The
report was developed using a methodology which combined desk review of secondary data
(both academic and grey literature), in-depth interviews with law-enforcement officers, judicial
investigators, lawyers, prosecutors, pimps and sex workers carried out in the period 2006-2015
(see Annex 1), analysis of media reports and a review of court cases on trafficking for the period
2012-2015 from three cities known for being sources of victims and from the Specialised
5

Criminal Court (see Annex 2). Based on the reports and the interviews several illustrative cases
have been selected and presented in detail.

II.

LINKS BETWEEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CORRUPTION
1. Development of THB in Bulgaria

In order to understand the significance of corruption practices in facilitating THB in and from
Bulgaria, it is necessary to briefly address the historical context of the emergence and evolution
of the criminal structures involved in it. The development of THB in Bulgaria can roughly be
divided in three periods. The first one is from the fall of the Soviet bloc to the removal of visa
requirement for Bulgarian citizens entering Schengen (1990-2001). The second period is up until
the entry of Bulgaria in the European Union (2001–2007) and the third encompasses the years
from 2007 to the present. It is important to note that every stage in the evolution of THB has had
an influence on shaping the current corruption channels and mechanisms.2
During much of the nineties Bulgaria was in a state of permanent political, societal and economic
crisis. The country’s political class and institutions were unprepared for transitioning to and
functioning as a market economy. The poorly handled process of privatisation and the outdated
legal framework could not fulfil the expectations of Bulgarian society for a fair transition towards
a stable democracy. In addition, during the first months of 1990 large numbers of law
enforcement and judiciary personnel resigned and for the rest of the decade the police,
prosecution and the court system barely functioned. As a result of this situation, in the middle of
the decade sizable criminal organisations emerged, such as VIS-2, SIC, Apollo Balkan, Corona
Ins., etc., which undermined and eventually took over state monopoly on violence through
various forms of protection racket. These sizable OCGs managed to subdue whole regions to
their control and in some cases even acquired national outreach. As they were already involved
in contraband, stolen cars and drugs trafficking, these criminal associations were well placed to
engage in THB as well. They established control over the market for sex services through
ownership of hotels, night clubs and bars in big cities and resorts. Each of these OCGs had its
own chain of brothels which gradually turned into a nation-wide network of “reservoirs” of sex
workers (CSD, 2007) (see Figure 1).

2

The conclusion is made on the basis of a number of interviews with high ranking law enforcement officials (BG-P1,
BG-P2, BG-P6, BG-P8, BG-P13, BG-P17, BG-P18).
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Figure 1. Network of connected “reservoirs” for sex workers

Western Europe

Bulgaria

Source: Center for the Study of Democracy

During the first period, the tight visa regimes of Western European countries were a key factor in
determining destinations. At the time, Bulgarian citizens still had free access to the states of
Central Europe and thus the export of women was largely incidental as victims were brought to
easy to reach countries in that region. Hotels and night clubs in the big cities of Poland, the
Czech Republic and Hungary together with small towns close to the borders of Germany and
Austria became destination reservoirs (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P17). With time, steady channels
developed among a wide grid of such reservoirs as women could be stationed in Central Europe
and later transported further to EU countries such as Greece, Italy, Germany and the
Netherlands (BG-P1, BG-P8, BG-P9). The barriers to reaching lucrative sex markets meant that
very few Bulgarian sex workers in Western Europe worked outside the control of criminal
networks. In addition to from regular violence, corrupt practices became one of the key methods
supporting THB (BG-P1, BG-P2, BG-C3). Gradually, whole corrupt complexes emerged
involving Bulgarian border guards, officials from the migration and passport services, local police
chiefs, officials from the special police bodies tasked with fighting organised crime, magistrates
at different levels and even politicians (BG-P2, BG-P19). This system was complemented by the
involvement of Western European officials who secured visas, residence permits, registration of
rent contracts, etc. (CSD, 2007; Rusev, 2013).
During the second phase, a significant rise in THB occurred after the requirement for Schengen
visa for Bulgarians was lifted in 2001. Sociological studies show that prostitution emerged as a
widespread occupation in many Bulgarian cities (Mediana Agency, 2008a and 2008b). Sex
workers could hardly escape OCG control, and work in the sex services industry outside of the
country continued to be possible only through the criminal structures for 80-90% of them (BG7

P1, BG-P2, BG-P14, BG-C3). In two to three years, Bulgaria became third, and in some Western
European states second, country of origin for THB victims. Organised crime developed a
particular infrastructure at all stages of the trafficking process incorporating the system of
reservoirs and developed solutions to the barriers they encountered. For example, the restriction
of three month stay for tourists in Schengen countries gave rise to the model of weekly shuttles,
which transported sex workers from Bulgaria to other cities in the EU and back. In the early
2000s, the big organised criminal groups were still predominant and simultaneously controlled
networks of pimps in several Western European countries. The criminal groups benefited
significantly from the large number of women willing to work in the sex market. The financial
resources generated by OCGs were used to ensure the smooth running of the THB operations
(BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P17). Police officers were bribed to hide information, to ignore complaints
by concerned relatives of recruited women, to ignore outside requests for cooperation in
investigations and to withhold information about victims that were returned to the country. Border
guards and passport services were paid to falsify documents for traffickers and victims extradited
from the EU and in cases of travel bans (BG-P14, BG-P16, BG-P17, BG-C2, BG-C4). During this
period, THB cases began reaching the desks of local prosecution and courts. OCGs thus started
to put more efforts into avoiding the initiation of court procedures and the delay of verdicts. This
was done by directly bribing magistrates or through the use of intermediaries (BG-P16, BG-P17,
BG-P21, BG-P22, BG-C1).
The third period can be described as a phase of adaptation (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P17, BG-P18,
BG-P21). The rise in the number of Bulgarian victims, prompted a reaction by law enforcement
and judicial institutions in Western Europe and the first important international investigations took
place. With the upcoming accession of Bulgaria in the European Union, Bulgarian institutions
increased pressure on the criminal organisations including the ones linked to THB for sexual
exploitation. The violent period subsided at the turn of the century and many of the big criminal
holdings passed through a process of legalisation and were eventually replaced by looser
criminal networks (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P14). Their main strategy for adaptation involved
transformation into a small business model which came to dominate the market for sex services.
Use of physical violence was reduced to a minimum and only applied as a last resort, and
traffickers employed more subtle tactics to entice victims, such as the “lover boy” recruitment
method. The goal was to represent prostitution as the deliberate choice of the women (BG-P1,
BG-P3, BG-P14, BG-P21, BG-P22, BG-C1, BG-C2, BG-C3). Criminal networks also had to
adjust to the new situation where the control over the victims became more elusive and difficult
to exert (BG-P1, BG-P14). The opportunity to study at European universities with low tuition fees
and to work legally in some EU countries (after 2014 in all) forced criminal networks to change
their approach. This has been the case with the rise of the internet and mobile phones, which
gave more freedom to sex workers to work independently but also gave criminals more
opportunities for control (BG-P1, BG-P4, BG-P6, BG-C1, BG-C2, BG-C5, BG-C6).
While the environment has changed, the enduring importance of OCGs in THB should not be
underestimated. The interviews suggest that criminal networks continue to play an important role
in the trafficking process and provide a number of much needed market and security services.
Women that attempt to work independently in Western Europe are often exposed to violence by
clients or other criminal groups and have difficulties in finding work places that provide enough
8

clientele.3 Similarly, the way technology has changed prostitution markets appear to remain off
the radar of Bulgarian law enforcement and judicial institutions. With Bulgaria’s accession to the
EU, corrupting border police and passport services has become obsolete (Rusev, 2013).
Avoiding prosecution came to the forefront as the most important protection that OCGs needed
and efforts were directed in two main avenues. Firstly, securing significant influence over
politicians meant that police and specialised agencies could be prevented from interfering with
the recruitment of women. Secondly, having leverage in the judicial system allowed criminal
networks to avoid charges being brought against them, to significantly slow down court
procedures and to minimise the number of guilty verdicts (BG-P1, BG-P17, BG-P21).
It is important to note that a certain core structure resting on enduring relations between
members of the old criminal organisations remains essential to the successful operation of THB.
Local criminal groups turn to this core for support when they become the target of police
investigations and court proceedings and repay by providing local support with regard to
investments, elections in the judiciary and political campaigns. The starkest and most frequently
observed cases of obstruction of prosecution are made possible by the ability of the old criminal
authority4 to influence public officials, politicians and political formations (BG-P1, BG-P17). Such
examples will be examined in further detail in the next sections.

1.1.

Current organisation of THB

The evolution of THB and other core OCG activities in Bulgaria over the last 25 years
determined the features of the criminal networks which are currently involved in it. As already
mentioned, many of the present networks are fragments of the so-called violent
entrepreneurship prominent in Bulgaria, Russia and other states in Eastern Europe during the
nineties (CSD, 2007; Volkov, 2002). However, the radical change in environment experienced
after 2007 resulted in a division in two distinct groups. The first one consists of OCGs
connected to the traditional criminal holdings and in addition to prostitution and THB are also
involved in other criminal activities like drug smuggling, car theft, skimming, etc. The second
group is also connected to the old criminal organisations since they pay in order to operate and
to use the old infrastructure of source and destination reservoirs to recruit women. Furthermore,
the old criminal core is approached for assistance in cases of problems with authorities. The
main difference between the first and second group is that the latter views the offer of sexual
services as a purely business activity and eschews involvement in other risky illegal
enterprises. The second group employs three main models for export of sex services to the EU
countries, as well as Switzerland, Turkey and Norway (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P10, BG-P12, BGP17, BG-P18, BG-P20, BG-C1, BG-C3, BG-C7, BG-C8).

3

Several studies based on interviews with sex workers and pimps, carried out by the CSD in the period 2006-2014.

An “avtoritet” is a prominent violent entrepreneur, leader of an important criminal group. Established avtoritets have a
reputation which allows them to control and support criminal activities without getting directly involved. The avtoritet’s
name and reputation are the group’s trade mark and carry important connotations of influence when used.
Independent criminal groups cannot operate in the same territory without the approval of the avtoritet and payment to
his group (Volkov, 2002).
4
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The model of direct involvement. This model is decentralised and involves the same
criminals at all stages of the trafficking process, from recruitment to the everyday running
of the business. The pimp finds a woman in Bulgaria5 or outside the country, offers her a
job in one of the reservoir cities and brings her there once she agrees. The main function
of the pimp is to protect the sex worker, to find customers and to solve logistic hurdles
such as finding a place to live, securing a residence permit, etc. As the internet and
social media have grown in importance, the pimp also takes part in communicating with
clients. In order to effectively protect the sex worker, the pimp works in cooperation with
friends and other Bulgarians. In case he wants to expand the enterprise, the pimp can
find a second and a third woman. During the recruitment process, the first sex worker is
left under the protection of friends from the network and the pimp returns the favour when
needed. Generally, this model is successfully hidden from the police provided there are
no conflicts. In reality however, rifts occur frequently due to reasons such as competition
for control over better work places or over the women with highest earnings (BG-P1, BGP3, BG-P7, BG-P10, BG-P12).



The model of differentiation and specialisation. This model has vertical chains of
command and division of labour among those engaged in the activity. Specialisation
begins with the recruitment of women. The first group of recruited women is tasked with
cruising malls, clubs and other establishments, browsing Facebook, WhatsApp and other
popular social media sites to find other women that they can enlist for work in prostitution.
Once a potential victim is found, she is brought to the managers –experienced pimps with
connections who can supply profitable workplaces. They offer a deal depending on the
available work places and the wishes of the woman. The new sex worker is taken outside
of the country and to the destination city by one of the women recruited earlier. The new
sex worker is then taken over by another participant in the network who protects her,
manages her and collects dues from her. Usually these are Bulgarian nationals from the
same city, who cooperate among each other inside of their own network and under the
control of the manager. The main condition for the successful operation of the scheme is
again lack of conflict. Once there is a problem with a certain pimp or a sex worker, the
network cuts ties with him/her. In addition, problematic individuals often receive some
sort of compensation such as a work place outside of the territory controlled by the
network and a sum often agreed beforehand. The goal is to avoid any alerts to the police,
prosecution or NGOs. Despite such efforts, however, conflicts arise frequently, which
necessitates the existence of a crisis-response mechanism. This is where the role of
lawyers in and outside Bulgaria is key (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P10, BG-P12).



The family model. This model usually involves couples, where the wife/girlfriend works
and the husband/boyfriend assists. Under this type of configuration, the couple pays for
the services they use, such as the terrain where the sex worker works, but also keeps all
profits for themselves. Such small arrangements usually function independently from the
Bulgarian criminal networks in their day-to-day activities. They are mostly free of conflict

Often - due to demographic changes - outside his own reservoir.
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and racketeering. On the other hand, they are often vulnerable to violence and delations
to foreign law enforcement institutions (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P10, BG-C7, BG-C8).
Despite differences between the models, all traffickers are dependent on the reservoir
infrastructure and on the new opportunities offered to them by large criminal entrepreneurs.
These criminal bosses rent or acquire terrains in Western and Central Europe such as night
clubs, rooms in red light districts, escort websites and agencies that offer such services in the
fashion and IT industries (BG-P1, BG-P3, BG-P10, BG-C1, BG-C3). With regard to corruption
mechanisms, the first two models use the same tactics and avenues which the old criminal
holdings developed in the late 1990s and early 2000s. For the third model, the use of corruption
schemes “in the initial stages of the process is practically not needed in contrast to the middle
and end stages” (BG-P1), as there is almost no risk with regard to recruitment. For the family
model, use of corruption practices becomes necessary in foreign markets where problems with
the local bureaucracy or police might occur. Conflicts that arise are solved through payments to
“those in control of the infrastructure” (BG-C1, BG-P3, BG-P4), i.e. the group of OCGs which are
close to the criminal core. Corruption payments become much more necessary in cases of
incidents, complaints by the partner and law enforcement investigations. Participants in the other
two models also purchase services from group of OCGs close to the criminal core. It is
nevertheless unclear whether the corruption payments that this second group of operators –
those who consider sexual services as simply business and is not involved in other risky illegal
enterprises – needs to make are higher or lower in comparison to the first one (the hard core
OCGs). On the one hand, the second group faces fewer risks due to the different role of women
and their pimps. On the other, as outsiders to the system they need to pay more (as they do not
bribe directly) in order to ensure problem-free operations (BG-P1, BG-P11, BG-P21).

2. Corruption schemes facilitating THB
Different intersections can be used when assessing the role of corruption schemes in facilitating
THB. The approach undertaken here highlights the ways through which corrupt relations are
employed. Corruption schemes can be provisionally divided in two categories: direct (when
criminal groups influence institutions directly) and indirect (when OCGs act through
intermediaries). The kind of protection OCGs can afford depends on their size and the extent
and durability of their outreach in the institutions of government.

2.1.

Direct Influence

Groups operating across the country and having leverage at all government levels
As criminal organisations were increasingly becoming a target of police investigations and court
procedures at the turn of the century, many of them laundered the criminal proceeds and
transformed into legitimate business holdings. It is widely recognised that many of these
currently legitimate business structures were indeed connected to large scale criminal activities
during the nineties. Moreover, even after legalising their capital and moving into the legal
economy, their owners kept a portion of their criminal structures. Their significant financial
capabilities allowed them to respond to pressures from law enforcement and they ultimately
succeeded in establishing corrupt relationships with officials from practically all institutions which
undertook actions against them (BG-P1, BG-P16, BG-P17). Thus, these holdings had influence
all the way to the highest levels of power. Most significantly, the political influence that these
11

organisations enjoyed helped them evade investigation and prosecution for significant periods of
time. Political corruption allowed them to minimise the costs of investigations and prosecutions
which could not be avoided; these would be allowed to reach only low level players or particular
individuals from criminal organisations. Evidence presented by the prosecution would often been
discredited or outright ignored by the courts, witnesses would withdraw their testimonies, etc.
(BG-P1, BG-P16, BG-P17). A case in point is operation “Tender Octopus,” which was brought to
the public attention in 2010 (see Box 1).
Box 1. The case of the “Tender Octopus”
One of the most notorious examples of the corruption reach of OCGs operating at the
national level is the case of the “Tractor” (BG-P16, BG-P17, BG-P18).6 The criminal boss7 is
a former MoI official and an employee of SANS (as well as its predecessor the National
Security Service) and enjoyed strong political support. The Bulgarian prosecution initiated
two court cases against him, the second of which, codenamed “Tender Octopus,” was for
THB. After allegedly becoming the leader of a criminal network involved in prostitution and
THB in 1998, his venture expanded until in 2010 it targeted by both MoI and SANS. In the
period 2008-2009, when the Tractor was in the height of his political influence, his criminal
operations functioned practically undisturbed by law enforcement. The network included legal
night clubs and illegal brothels in Sofia, Golden Sands and Borovets - two of the biggest
resorts in the country. In the same period, due to the political protection its leader enjoyed,
the network took over between half and two thirds of the market for sex services in Sofia
(BG-P1, BG-P16). Thus, as a result of the growth of the Tractor’s enterprise, the capital
became the most prominent source of sex workers for markets outside Bulgaria. The criminal
group exported women for sexual exploitation in almost all EU countries with significant
markets. In order to avoid potential problems, violence was used an absolute last resort (BGP16, BG-C1). According to information from interviews with police officers, one of the most
important instruments for securing leverage was the use of video recordings of politicians,
magistrates and other influential individuals made in striptease bars, brothels and by sex
workers (BG-P2, BG-P6).
The crisis in the Tractor’s business began when he became involved in actively supporting
the politicians whose patronage he had enjoyed, thus “offending” the then opposition parties.
When these parties came to power in 2009, they launched an investigation into the criminal
activities of the group, followed by a number of arrests. Once the Tractor and some of his
closest associates were apprehended, a vast array of corruption mechanisms used to

6

The authors of this report use nicknames under which the persons who have not been convicted of a crime in court
are known to the public. It should, however, be kept in mind that final convictions in key cases are still scarce. Only
parts of the activities of large criminal organisations have been proven in court. To focus only on cases where criminal
activities have been proven indisputably in court would limit the scope of the report and would lead to paucity in
understanding of the corruption practices used by OCGs.
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He is a co-owner of a conglomerate of companies involved in a variety of industries such as trade and real estate.
His holding further includes one of the largest insurance and taxi companies in the country. According to the police
and prosecution, however, the Tractor’s enterprises include large criminal structures involved in car theft and
prostitution.
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counteract the investigation and subsequent trial were uncovered. The Tractor illustrates the
clientelism and corrupt relations with individuals from the highest levels of government (from
members of political parties and the Supreme Judicial Council all the way down to lowest
level police officers and taxation officials (BG-P16, BG-P18). An example of the latter is the
discovery made by the Internal Security Directorate of MoI that an officer from the Drugs
Division of the Sofia Metropolitan Police had, in return for payment, been informing on
upcoming raids on clubs, and on which members of the group the police was using
surveillance (Kadiiska, 2014). Later, information surfaced that other employees of the MoI
surveillance division “have for years been on the payroll” (BG-P4) of the Tractor and his
associate known as Mitko the Policeman. In terms of political protectionism secured by the
Tractor’s connections, it is telling that once Mitko the Policeman came under investigation in
2009, it turned out that he had no criminal record in the MoI. While even patrol officers were
aware which were the “Tractor’s clubs” (BG-P8, BG-P9, BG-P10), the fact that the criminal
leader was at the time working as an advisor to the President and the Prime Minister made it
practically impossible to imagine an action against even the lower levels of his criminal group
(BG-P1).
After the arrest of the most important individuals from the criminal holding, the Tractor’s
group initiated a media attack with compromising materials on most politicians, magistrates
or senior security officials (e.g. the Minister of the Interior, the Director of the DGCOC, etc.)
involved in trying to bring him to justice.8 In addition, many of the police officers working on
the case, along with the prosecutor and the judge were replaced, raising further suspicion. At
the beginning of the investigation, Mitko the Policeman’s lawyers, his brother and other
individuals involved in the trial, started pressurising victims into retracting their testimonies
(BG-P4). As a result, prosecutions against segments of the Tractor-controlled structure were
stalled with the political turmoil caused by media leakages of surveillance recordings. The
case against Mitko the Policeman was delayed to the point where most of the witnesses
retracted their initial positions. In the fall of 2015, an attempt was made to start the trial in
court. However, from a total of forty-three defendants, charges against nine were dropped
due to the expiration of statutory limitation periods. Investigators interviewed point to inside
help as the most important factor (experts made “errors”, documents disappeared, etc.9)
along with pressure over witnesses. Moreover, despite the arrest of the criminal bosses, their
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The substantial financial resources of the group together with the influence in law enforcement give the Tractor and
his associates the opportunity to acquire compromising materials against their biggest critics and to circulate them in
the media. The Tractor exploits partisan rivalries and supports opposition politicians. Due to the unwillingness of
established political parties to be associated with the Tractor’s group, he attempts to create new political parties. He
allegedly supported financially and organisationally the street protests against the government in January-February
2013. Subsequently, when the newly formed government also faced protests, the Tractor was involved in the
organisation of counter-protests. With the return of the political opponents of the Tractor to power in November 2014,
actions against him and his group are limited. Political commentators presume that a political compromise has been
reached.
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Various loopholes in the Bulgarian Criminal Procedural Code give the defence the opportunity to stall the process.
According to an interview with BG-P18, some of the opportunities that the defence gets are a result of corruption
relations between investigators and lawyers.
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business recovered within weeks. Additional precautionary measures were taken - all sex
services were carried out outside the night clubs and advertisements were published only
online. Law enforcement thus did not manage to stop the financial flows to the criminal
organisation. As a result of such continued solvency, the capacity to influence witnesses,
experts, MoI officials and magistrates was unaffected. As one of the interviewed defendants
stated, “it cost much more than usual but it was a matter of life and death.”10
Small criminal groups with political influence at the national level
Usually small criminal groups with influence at the national level are involved in elite prostitution
and operate mostly in the capital. Up to ten people comprise the whole organisation including
owners, organisers, recruiters and security personnel (BG-P1, BG-P4). Due to the fact that the
sex services they provide to influential individuals in politics and the economy need to be
confidential, these OCGs have been able to evade police attention for more than twenty years
(BG-P17). Even though the sex workers under their control receive substantial remuneration,
there are reasons to assume that they are frequent victims of cross-border trafficking, since they
acquire a portion of their income from full or part time work abroad. There are numerous witness
accounts of forcing women and even of systematic use of violence in the elite prostitution market
(BG-P1). Investigations into this market took place in the period 2010-2012 (undertaken for
political reasons) but were hindered by political protection and laws carefully crafted so as to
make proving criminal activity impossible in practice. Regardless of the form of elite prostitution
in Bulgaria, from fashion agencies, music companies to night clubs and striptease bars, the
existence of work contracts for the women constitutes a serious barrier for police and
prosecutors as it makes proving illegal activities difficult. In some cases, elite sex workers active
in foreign markets have well drafted contracts which also regulate work outside of Bulgaria in
order to avoid problems (BG-P21, BG-C1).
The main difference between the large and small criminal organisations with influence at the
national level, however, is that it is more difficult for the latter to stop an investigation once it has
been initiated. In order to ensure the suspension of law enforcement activities, sustained effort at
the political level is necessary. This is evident in the development of court cases against such
criminal groups. In three of the four important cases started in Sofia the court found evidence of
crimes. After a change of governments in 2013, however, all investigations in this area have
practically ceased. The specialised police agency for combatting organised crime, the DGCOC
was taken out of MoI and moved under SANS, operational cases were archived, the specialised
prosecution was terminated and no charges were pressed against those arrested.
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The respondent refers to a former GDCOC agent (BG-P19).
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Box 2. The case of the VIP Club “Scandal”
The owner of the VIP Club “Scandal” in Sofia was a former European champion in
weightlifting and Sofia municipal council member from one of the leading political parties. He
was arrested at the Sao Paolo airport, Brazil in October 2011 during an attempt to transport
7.2 kg of cocaine. In May 2012, he was sentenced to nine years and four months in prison by
the federal court in Brazil. In January 2013, GDCOC entered his Scandal Club in the Sheraton
Hotel, Sofia and arrested five people working there under suspicion of involvement in an OCG
engaged in THB and prostitution. In the case materials it was claimed that the owner of the
establishment - who has owned the bar since 2006 when he bought it from a prominent
Bulgarian politician and businessman – was in fact the leader of the group. Witnesses for the
prosecution included some of the people working in the establishment and a victim that was
trafficked to the Netherlands. The specialised prosecution took into account the fact that the
club owner was already serving a sentence in Brazil and at the time did not press charges. In
October 2013, he was mysteriously released from prison and came back to Bulgaria. No
charges of drug smuggling were pressed against him despite the fact that the investigation
showed the cocaine was destined for Bulgaria. Similarly, no charges were pressed for the
participation in an OCG involved in THB and prostitution. The media speculated that his
release was secured by influential Bulgarian politicians against whom the Scandal Club owner
has compromising materials. Currently, the club is back in business and despite not being the
official owner, the former boss is still effectively in charge. It is claimed that he even expanded
his business to Spain (Naidenova, 2013).
Criminal structures with local influence
In Bulgaria, it is not only commercial establishments that can function as reservoirs for trafficked
women. Some of the larger cities have developed into significant sources of victims for THB,
drawing women and girls from surrounding towns and villages. They are subsequently
transferred by criminal networks to other places in the country or outside Bulgaria. In cases of
internal traffic, the most common destinations are the four largest cities (Sofia, Varna, Bourgas
and Plovdiv). Victims transported abroad are usually brought to specific places where the
criminal network has an already established presence. Thus, women from different localities are
trafficked to service markets in Western Europe (see Figure 1).
There are differences in the organisation of these regional-level reservoirs stemming from the
criminal groups involved, the type of collusion with local law enforcement institutions, and
seasonal variations. In the three biggest cities except for Sofia – Plovdiv, Varna and Bourgas –
the sex services market works under specific principles. Varna and Bourgas are dependent on
seaside tourism and thus the market for sexual services grows exponentially during the summer.
In Plovdiv, like in Sofia, during the same period activities decline as sex workers migrate to
seaside resorts.
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Box 3. The Varna Municipal Councillors Case
In 2009, three of Varna’s municipal councillors, Hristo Danov, his father Veselin Danov and
Ivan Slavkov were sentenced for leading an OCG involved in money laundering, THB and
extortion. According to experts interviewed (BG-P13, BG-P17 ), the three defendants together
with the former police officer Veselin Jekov managed to secure a monopoly over prostitution in
Varna and the region including nearby resorts Constantine and Helena and Golden Sands
(BG-P11, BG-P16, BG-P17). In media interviews Veselin Danov admits to being one of the
originators of the violent entrepreneur structures in Varna, which offered protection to
businesses in return for payment. His entry in the sex services market occurred in the midnineties (Афера, 2008). Besides relying on a large criminal organisation, Veselin Danov also
took advantage of the position of his own father (also named Hristo), who was one of the most
renowned Bulgarian jurists. During the period 1990-1991, Hristo Danov Sr. was Minister of the
Interior and in 2002-2003 Chaired the Bulgarian Constitutional Court. Owing to his father’s
reputation, Veselin Danov was not investigated by the police after 1990 and had access to
high ranking police officers and magistrates. In the mid-nineties, he was even able to influence
former Prosecutor General Tatarchev and the highest levels of the District Directorate of MoI
in Varna.11 It is claimed that in 2000 Hristo Danov Sr. was forced by the then Prosecutor
General Filchev to influence the Constitutional Court on the legality of the procedure to
appoint Prosecutors General in order to avoid a prosecution against his son (Nikolov, 2002).
Based on information from media interviews with Veselin Danov, different schemes of
cooperation between the large national criminal organisations and regional groups (SIK,
Apollo Balkan and VIS-2) can be distinguished. Agencies like SANS and its predecessor
offered Danov protection from criminal investigations. It appears that the SANS advisor and
alleged boss of a large OCG the Tractor promised Danov full retraction of charges and
release from jail (Афера, 2008).12 Danov claims that in return the Tractor demanded that the
Varna councillor suggests a person who the criminal leader would make his personal broker in
the Varna division of SANS. The Tractor is also alleged to have promised Veselin Danov to
employ his son at SANS and “to appoint for a deputy director of SANS a person who I [Danov]
would recommend” (Gospodinova, 2012). Despite these efforts, however, the three municipal
councillors were sentenced. According to witnesses on the case, the defendants had
managed to establish a monopoly over around thirty night clubs and brothels in Varna and the
Constantine and Helena and Golden Sands resorts (BG-P17, BG-P23), with each councillor
overseeing ten establishments.
In comparison to the biggest cities, smaller municipalities (50,000-150,000 residents) practically
lack local sex services markets (save for highway prostitution). Therefore, local criminal
networks are mostly involved in the control over sex workers in the largest cities, resorts and
those working abroad (BG-P3, BG-P11, BG-P12). There are towns badly affected by OCGs –
11

For example, he claims that his intervention freed from arrest the head of the Varna division of the predecessor of
GDCOC (Афера, 2008).
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The prosecutor in charge of the case against Danov admits that attempts have been made by the Tractor to
influence the proceedings.
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such as Sliven and Pazardzhik – where the police is active in investigating and pressing
charges.13 However, in the court phase these trials are derailed, most likely by intermediaries
influencing the prosecution (BG-P3, BG-P8, BG-P14), a practice addressed in more detail in
subsequent sections. This impression is strengthened by the roughly equal number of first
instance court cases in Pleven and Sliven,14 after adjustment for the fact that Sliven is smaller in
terms of population and has a lot less registered victims of trafficking (See Annex 2).
Problem cities, however, are few. Instead, quiet cities predominate where the police and
intelligence services fail to gather operational information or collect it only sporadically and
incompletely. In quiet cities prostitution and THB are thus rarely investigated. Due to the general
absence of a market for sex services in these localities, police authorities often claim they have
not come in contact with the respective criminal groups and individuals (BG-P2, BG-P8). The
main risk to OCGs in such quiet towns and cities stems from local law enforcement seeking
assistance from foreign police structures or if a national investigation is initiated. It can therefore
be argued that quiet towns are characterised by the existence of a protective umbrella which
shields OCGs and is present at all levels of the MoI, including in local structures (BG-P1, BG-P3,
BG-P14, BG-P15). According to previous CSD studies and the experts interviewed, this
protection can be classified as “active and passive.”15 Passive protection involves payment when
problems arise for the criminal network. Police officers at all levels consider this to be a good
source of income for those involved in an investigation. Active protection is practically a police
protection racket and entails law enforcement’s rent-seeking from OCGs.16 A regular “tax” is
collected where the amount can be determined per time period, sex worker or pimp. If, despite
such payments, there are signals against them OCGs withhold a portion of the amount as “fines”
for disruption of the system. The tax and the fines can be both cash or in kind payments. The
latter were much more frequently mentioned by interviewees. With regard to smaller OCGs
bribes can be the provision of sex services for police officers or gifts (mobile phones, designer
clothing). Big OCGs managing many sex workers usually bribe with money, cars17 and – when it
comes to high ranking officials – even apartments (at seaside resorts, in Sofia and Plovdiv or
also outside of the country). There is an important caveat, however, which is valid for all regional
cities (BG-P2). If an international investigation is initiated regarding Bulgarian OCGs participating
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The differentiation is provisional and is based on reports by national police, GDCOC, the prosecution and media.
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Based on a sample of trafficking cases gathered by the authors for the period 2012-2015 from the regional courts of
first instance Sliven, Pazardzhik, Pleven and the Specialised Criminal Court.
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According to an official at the Internal Security Directorate of MoI (BG-P14), even when the other crimes in which
most criminal organisations are also involved - drug trafficking, racketeering etc. - are investigated, THB and
prostitution are often overlooked. When stemming drug trafficking comes to the forefront at the national level and
operations are undertaken, only charges of drug trafficking are pursued and any evidence and witness testimonies for
THB and prostitution discovered in the process are “forgotten.”
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The operational information received is not registered officially but is kept for personal use or for leverage to the
group (BG-P2).
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Money is returned to the country and laundered through the purchase of designer clothing on sale, electronics and
most often second hand cars. Real estate is another investment often made by criminal leaders and pimps. Many of
them own construction companies and would build apartment complexes at the Black Sea coast, winter resorts and
big cities. In the last years, there have been many instances of construction in Greece, Cyprus, and even in Spain,
Italy, and Germany.
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in THB, police and special services cooperate actively with their foreign colleagues. It became
clear from the interviews that there were many examples, where sizable amounts of money and
property were offered but investigations were not discontinued by the senior level at the MoI
(BG-P2, BG-P3, BG-P7). Unfortunately, in such instances there have been failures by the
prosecution and courts but generally magistrates consider them to be of high reputational risk
and are not susceptible to corruption pressure (BG-P1, BG-P2, BG-P14). This assertion is
supported by the court cases on outbound trafficking, especially from the cities of Sliven,
Pazardzhik and Pleven. While settlements are frequent, there have been no acquittals and a
majority of the persons convicted regardless of the type of sentence (suspended or effective)
have been involved in cases of international traffic (See Annex 2).
Pleven is a good illustration of a city where OCGs enjoy protection at all levels. Despite being
among the cities with the highest incidence of THB to Western Europe, police investigations are
rare. Even in cases where other heavy crimes – a murder by means of an explosion or a
shooting against a judge who later turned out to have links to pimps – were involved no charges
were pressed. There is evidence to suggest that high ranking police officers have not only
stopped all investigative work on THB but that they were even involved in criminal activities
themselves, such as recruiting women (BG-P14, BG-P6, BG-C3). Similarly, there have been
cases where the police have discouraged victims and their families from filing a complaint. One
example involved a Roma clan that had trafficked over one hundred women to Bremen in 2012.
The Pleven police had been aware of the crimes and their perpetrators but held that those were
actually poor Roma families that would once in a while engage in street prostitution (BG-P14).
Once the German police opened an investigation, the Pleven police was fully cooperative,
prompting the protectors of the criminal group to try to influence the prosecution. The regional
prosecutor tried to persuade a colleague responsible for the case not to demand a stricter
punishment. The case gained notoriety due to the complaint that followed from this personal
conflict within the local prosecution (Kolev, 2015).

2.2.

Indirect corruption schemes – the intermediary system

After the start of Bulgaria‘s accession negotiations with the EU, direct influence over public
institutions became more difficult and OCGs were forced to adapt to the new environment. Key
in this respect is the emergence of intermediaries (BG-P1, BG-P21). The system of brokers
offering services for organisations and entrepreneurs in the black and grey markets (CSD, 2007;
CSD, 2012) arose at the beginning of Bulgaria’s democratic transition. However, the established
criminal organisations of the era did not make use of it intensively until the late nineties18 since
violence or direct corrupt channels would usually be used to settle problems. The end of the
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The genesis of the mechanisms of the intermediaries can be traced the en masse resignation of law enforcement
and judiciary personnel from the institutions in the beginning of the nineties. Around nineteen thousand employees
were fired or resigned from the police and the security services. A large proportion of them entered the private sector
and sought employment in private security firms or became lawyers and started cooperating with criminal groups and
violent entrepreneurs. Similar developments can be observed among prosecutors and judges most of whom became
lawyers. Both groups retain connections with their former colleagues. In the beginning of the nineties these
intermediaries worked largely with police and security services. Later in the decade protection from the judiciary
became crucial for criminal groups.
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economic and political crisis, however, led law enforcement and the judiciary to significantly
restrict opportunities for violent settlement of disputes between private parties and to strengthen
control over their employees. Consequently, criminal networks began establishing contacts with
the networks of intermediaries which had already developed in the spheres around privatisation,
restitution and the grey economy (construction, trade, tourism, entertainment industry, etc.) who
had access to politicians, magistrates and high ranking public administration officials. The
brokers work on their own or for their group’s interest and are not depended neither on specific
criminal/business networks nor on public officials (BG-P1, BG-P23).
All criminal activities requiring protection at multiple levels within different institutions necessitate
the involvement of several intermediaries. Research suggests that even influential brokers with
access to the highest levels of the executive, legislative and judicial power cannot ensure
sufficient influence on their own. Thus, in order to attain the desired outcome, coordination
between multiple persons is needed as exemplified in statements such as “a couple of people
called me about him” (BG-P6) or “it is not yet clear who is going to do the job” (BG-P3), etc.
Roughly four types of intermediaries can be distinguished, based on their background, the
services they provide and the level on which they operate. At the local level, brokers influence
the police regarding investigations and other operational activities. Interviewees mentioned
“black lawyers”19 as involved in this activity but often former local police officers become
intermediaries as well.20 Due to their connections they can inform members of OCGs when an
investigation is initiated against them. Additionally, they can supply information about criminal
competitors to their former colleagues. Similarly, black lawyers usually operate in the city or
locality where their network is best developed. Black lawyers lobby for their clients to officials or
when needed redirect them to a colleague from the network who knows the responsible
investigator, police chief or in some cases prosecutor (BG-P23). Clients are aware of this service
and often actively inquire about it. Furthermore, the network of black lawyers can mediate in
order to ensure important obstructions of the investigation, influencing for example police officers
from other police structures, experts appointed on the case, results from a medical expertise,
etc. (BG-P15, BG-P21, BG-P22).
Box 4. The case of the Club 777 boss
The case against the boss of the violent entrepreneur organisation Club 777 in the town of
Sliven, which was involved in extortion, racketeering and debt collection, is indicative of
obstruction of trial proceedings by brokers. With the waning of the market for protection
racket, the criminal leader and his associates became involved in prostitution and THB.
Initially, Club 777 enjoyed protection from the local police but after foreign law enforcement
initiated investigations such involvement became too risky. However, despite international
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Lawyers who usually represent defendants with criminal charges. Their aim is to derail the investigation and the trial
by seeking to influence officials involved at all levels through corruption or through the use of clientelist relations (CSD,
2007).
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There is some overlap between the two groups as there are examples of former police officers who have become
lawyers.
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efforts, information about the police inquiry continued to reach the criminal leader and the
local district prosecutor did not press charges. Eventually, as a result of the media attention
the case received, and the cooperation requests from law enforcement authorities in the EU, a
court trial was finally initiated. The first instance court convicted the criminal leader and
sentenced him to 12 years in prison, subsequently reduced to 9 years at second instance.
However, the Supreme Court of Cassation returned the case to the court of first instance with
the bizarre argument that the juror had harassed the wife of one of the defendants. The
experts interviewed explain this turn of events with the influence of the so called black lawyers
and intermediaries and point to the fact that the juror is a senior (70 years old) and that such
an argument coming from the Supreme Court is puzzling (BG-P15, BG-P18). The aim of the
criminal network and its affiliates is that such a delay the process will lead to a suspension of
the case due to statutory limitations (BG-P18, BG-P21).
More influential intermediaries can deliver a range of services such as supplying information
regarding undercover agents and witnesses, closing of case files and ensuring the suspension of
investigations. Compared to black lawyers whose activities and network are usually known, the
successful operation of these insider brokers depends on remaining hidden (BG-P1, BG-P2).
These brokers are an amorphous group with a more diverse background. They are variably
referred to as “managers” or “strongmen” (BG-P1, BG-P13, BG-C3) and can be chiefs of police,
former employees of the communist State Security, former customs officials, prosecutors turned
businessmen, etc.
The third group of intermediaries emerged after 2003-2004 and is comprised of politicians who
are part of local political party organisations. They are often local council members or candidates
placed so low at party nomination lists as to be unlikely to ever get elected. Usually these
individuals have criminal ties or past. Some of them have convictions from Bulgarian or even EU
courts, which prevent them from entering politics at the national level. Such brokers act locally,
securing votes for their party at national and local elections. Their positions in the local power
structure justify contacts with police chiefs, tax administration officials, prosecutors and judges.
Respectively, they provide brokerage services and their efforts carry significant weight due to the
fact that they have the opportunity to influence personnel decisions in the police, public
administration and the judiciary (BG-P7, BG-P16).
Box 5. The Snotnose Case
Snotnose is a Roma leader from Dobrich, who is known for his involvement in the export of
sex workers to EU countries and Norway and in schemes for buying votes from local Roma
communities. In 2007, he was a leader of the list of the Movement for Rights and Freedoms
(MRF) party. In 2014, he was arrested along with his son on charges of unlawful export of
precursors to the EU. From the interviews conducted it is evident that there have been
numerous cases of political involvement leading to the suspensions of investigations targeted
at Snotnose (BG-P16). The Roma leader would on his part provide mediation services
regarding investigations of different individuals involved in THB.
The fourth group of brokers operates at the national level. Their networks include magistrates,
politicians, policemen, and leading officials in the public administration. An illustration of this
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model is the scandal in 2009 involving the construction entrepreneur known as Krasio Black
(Bosev, 2012). Most often these are renowned lawyers and legal firms who have influence over
legislative amendments and access to magistrates at the appellative and cassation level. The
cases of Club 777 boss (see Box 4) and Vanko 1 (see Box 6) demonstrate how this systemic
influence is applied at different levels. The process begins at the stage when the detention of
persons from big criminal network who can afford the services of these national intermediaries is
considered in court. Avoiding detention gives the opportunity at an early stage to influence
witnesses, destroy or hide evidence, etc. The black lawyers with national influence can also
ensure the support of magistrates at the appellative court level. There are cases where smaller
criminal networks manage to acquire the services of national level intermediaries only at the
court of cassation stage (such as in the Club 777 case).
Box 6. The Vanko 1 Case
The case of a popular Bulgarian rap artist is illustrative of the ability of influential brokers
to sway national institutions such as the High Court of Cassation and the parliament.
Vanko 1 used his clubs and bars in Plovdiv to recruit women from among his fan base,
who were afterwards trafficked to France, Italy and Spain. The criminal network was
hierarchically controlled and used violence towards victims, which caught the attention of
the French police. Substantial evidence was collected in France, including many
testimonies by victims.
Vanko 1 was convicted by a second instance court for THB and received a twelve year
sentence. However, the case reached the High Court of Cassation, where the decision
was overturned and returned to a court of appeal. While the new case was underway, his
lobby ensured that the government proposed amendments to the Criminal Code that
lowered the punishment for inducement to prostitution to five years. The law was passed
and in the end Vanko 1 was released after only a year in prison (Сега, 2006). Despite the
ensuing media scandal, the admission that the parliament’s decision was a mistake by its
then Chair Georgi Pirinski, and the clear understanding of the seriousness of this crime,
no subsequent alterations to the Criminal Code have been made. The controversial
amendment to the criminal law went down in history as the “Vanko 1 Amendment” (Ibid).

III.

CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING - IMPACT ON THE VICTIMS

With the accession of Bulgaria to the European Union in 2007 and the complete removal of
employment restrictions in 2014, many of the previous stages of trafficking that necessitated the
use of corruption have now become obsolete. Transportation is made easier by the lack of
border controls and the ability to travel with just an identity card issued by an EU country (Rusev,
2013). Similarly, the possibility to find work and the lessened administrative burden faced by
Bulgarians in Western European countries has facilitated trafficking but has made it necessary
for them to adjust their methods since some of the barriers gave OCGs more leverage over their
victims instead of having a deterrent effect (BG-P5). Previously deception (e.g. placing false ads
with promises of a well-paid job in a newspaper) and violence were used more often to control
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the victim (Ibid). Currently, however, many of the women that service sex markets abroad leave
the country with the knowledge that they will be working in prostitution.
Generally, sex workers working in Western Europe and in Bulgaria are not willing to undertake
steps against perpetrators, since many of them are engaged in selling sexual services by choice
(Dobreva, 2013). As already mentioned, to a certain extent women benefit from OCG protection
and thus are dependent on them. Moreover, the fact that the sex workers themselves can be
charged with a crime is a further disincentive to seek help from the authorities. Another problem
is access to compensation. Often, even if the traffickers are ordered by the court to pay
compensation, this rarely happens. On the other hand, public funding for compensating victims
of crime is only allocated for material losses which are hard to prove when it comes to
prostitution (Ibid). Aside from the financial aspects, even when victims want to report the crime
and cooperate with the police, the uncertain outcome of proceedings, the protracted lawsuits and
the insufficient protection they are afforded is a deterrent. The legal framework does afford some
options for protecting the victim (the most far reaching being acquiring a new identity) but these
are rarely used.
As demonstrated in the cases above, victims that have decided to alert Bulgarian law
enforcement and/or testify in court, are often exposed to threats to their safety or other kinds of
pressure. Identified victims of trafficking often share between each other unpleasant experiences
from the court trials they are involved in (Ibid), which further increases unwillingness to engage
with Bulgarian government institutions. This is obvious in the fact that victims feel most safe if
the trafficker is prosecuted by foreign authorities (Ibid). Victims are a crucial piece of the puzzle
when it comes to punishing traffickers. However, the corrupt practices used to avoid prosecution
and minimise sentences identified in the current report are a serious barrier to victim involvement
in this process. Blatant failures of court trials and investigations due to corruption schemes
significantly undermine trust in the police and the judicial system. As a result of instances where
justice was obstructed, traffickers can also exploit distrust in law enforcement and deter victims
regardless of the veracity of their claims that they have influence over policemen and judges.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS
One of the goals of the EU Strategy for Eradicating Trafficking in Human Beings 2012-2016 is
increased detection and prosecution of traffickers. As this analysis demonstrates, in Bulgaria
corrupt practices connected to THB are at present geared mostly towards evading or obfuscating
prosecution and minimising punishments. Better functioning, reformed criminal justice system
and an improved anti-corruption legal framework and infrastructure are crucial as they will
contribute towards tackle these issues. The creation of an independent body specialised in the
investigation and prosecution of corruption, which was recently rejected by the Bulgarian
parliament is crucial in this regard. The recommendations advanced below, however, have a
narrower focus and their aim is preventing and countering the use of the corruption mechanisms
leading to the obstruction of justice in cases of THB. In addition to national level policies,
measures should be most robust in cities where there is a mismatch between a high incidence of
human trafficking and a low prosecution and conviction rate.
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Enhancing law enforcement and judicial accountability. Codes of conduct exist both
for MoI employees and judicial officials (MoI, 2011; National Investigation Office, 2009)
but they appear to be insufficient - active and consequential oversight over law
enforcement and judiciary personnel is needed, especially when there is evidence of
dubious connections and loyalties. A first step in this direction is a mechanism for
verifying asset and tax declarations. MoI is already in the process of establishing this and
other measures (such as integrity tests) (MoI, 2015). Such procedures need to be
implemented in the judiciary as well. Furthermore, currently the bodies that deal with
corruption are understaffed and underfunded (Dzhekova, Gounev & Bezlov, 2013). Thus,
strengthening the capacity of the Internal Security Directorate at MoI and the anticorruption unit at SANS is necessary as an interim step until the creation of an
independent, well-funded and well-staffed anti-corruption body.



Linking THB and corruption. THB and corruption frequently go together, yet awareness
about the link between the two crimes is often lacking. Awareness raising through
informing and training law enforcement and criminal justice officials about the intersection
of the two crimes and its manifestations is required. Strategies on countering corruption
linked to THB should be drafted and reviewed regularly. Alternatively, provisions on
corruption can be included in national and local strategies for combating THB.
Furthermore, an analysis of regional police directorates where the risk of corruption is
high will aid in the development of targeted responses by anti-corruption bodies such as
the Internal Security Directorate at MoI. In addition, the predecessor body of the GDCOC
housed a special unit divided in two subunits which focused on investigating corruption
within MoI and within the public administration respectively (Dzhekova, Gounev, &
Bezlov, 2013). This unit has been shut down. However, considering the fact that it
investigated corruption in the context of organised criminal activities, reinstating it would
be an important step in the right direction.



Strengthening international cooperation. The results of this study suggest that
cooperation with foreign institutions at least to some extent acts as a protective factor
against corruption pressures. Enhanced international police and judicial cooperation,
including through joint investigation teams and the involvement of EU agencies (Europol
and Eurojust) in all cross-border trafficking cases should be prioritised. Victims need to
be able to demand that Bulgarian institution seek the involvement of foreign authorities
when this is relevant.



Expanding the scope of investigations. At present, corruption and human trafficking
are investigated and prosecuted separately. However, corruption often complements
trafficking, it is important to look for one type of crime when investigating the other and
vice versa. This can be done through more robust financial investigations into the
proceeds of crime, including inquiries in corruption mechanisms when questioning victims
and other witnesses, probing into connections between traffickers and public officials,
etc.



Enhancing protection of victims. Sufficient mechanisms should be afforded to victims
and other witnesses in order to prevent reprisals not only from traffickers but any
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identified corrupt officials and their networks. Any threats to the victim should be included
as an aggravating circumstance to the Criminal Code article regulating human trafficking.
The public fund available for compensation should be expanded to cover immaterial
damages and victims need to be made aware of its existence, since currently a
significant portion of it is not used (Dobreva, 2013). Anonymity is particularly problematic
when there is corruption among prosecutors and police officers. With regard to victims
that decide to testify openly, non-disclosure of addresses needs to be standard practice
even though this is currently not required by law. Victims need to be thoroughly informed
about their rights to protection and the available options. They need to be encouraged to
take action in case they suspect that members of the police or the prosecution are aiding
their traffickers. To enable victims to undertake such actions, the NCCTHB can create a
mechanism for the systematic gathering of complaints about pressure from police
officers, prosecutors, lawyers or other persons.


Providing incentives for victims to alert and cooperate with institutions. It is crucial
that victims reporting human trafficking have guarantees that they will not be charged
with a crime themselves. The criteria for receiving money from the public fund available
for compensation should be expanded to cover immaterial damages and victims need to
be made aware of its existence.



Improving data collection and analysis. Systematic data collection and analysis is
crucial to the development of appropriate evidence-based measures. An open platform
which allows for easy cross-referencing of cases will facilitate both public and private
institutions working on these problems to keep better track of the connections between
crimes such as trafficking and corruption. There are many stakeholders dealing with
different aspects of trafficking that can come across instances of or information about
corruption schemes and thus can make a valuable contribution from within their fields.
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VI. ANNEXES
Annex 1: Codes and details of interviewees
Name

Position

Gender Institution/Role

BG-P1

Former Director

M

Directorate General Combating
Organised
Crime (DGCOC),
Ministry of Interior

BG-P2

Senior Police Officer

M

Internal Security
Ministry of Interior

BG-P3

Former Director
Directorate

M

Former Director
Office of DGCOC

BG-P4

Senior Police Officer

M

DGCOC

BG-P5

Former Senior Police Officer

M

DGCOC Specialized
Human Trafficking

BG-P6

Former Director
Directorate

Regional

M

DGCOC

BG-P7

Former Director a Regional Directorate

M

Ministry of Interior

BG-P8

Deputy Director
Directorate

M

Ministry of Interior

BG-P9

Senior Police Officer

M

Ministry of Interior

BGP10

Senior Police Officer

M

Ministry of Interior

BGP11

Senior Police Officer

M

Ministry of Interior

BGP12

Director of
Department

a

Regional

Police

M

Ministry of Interior

BGP13

Director of
Department

a

Regional

Police

M

Ministry of Interior

BGP14

Senior Police Officer

M

Internal Security
Ministry of Interior

of

of

of

a

a

a

Regional

Regional

Department,

of

Regional

Unit

on

Department,
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BGP15

Former Deputy Director of a Regional
Directorate

M

Ministry of the Interior

BGP16

Prosecutor

M

Specialised Prosecution

BGP17

Senior Prosecutor

M

BGP18

Investigator

M

BGP19

Investigator

M

BGP20

Director

M

BGP21

Lawyer

M

Renowned lawyer from Sofia with
experience in THB cases

BGP22

Lawyer

M

Renowned
lawyer
experience in THB cases

BGP23

Criminologist

M

University lecturer and organised
crime expert

BG-C1

Criminal entrepreneur

M

High level, owner of a nightclub

BG-C2

Criminal entrepreneur

M

Middle level pimp

BG-C3

Criminal entrepreneur

M

Middle level pimp

BG-C4

Sex worker

M

Worked in Strasbourg and Oslo

BG-C5

Sex worker

F

Worked in Vienna and Berlin

BG-C6

Sex worker

F

Worked in Brussels and the
Netherlands

BG-C7

Sex worker

F

Worked in Brussels

BG-C8

Sex worker

F

Worked in Cologne

High Prosecution of Cassation

National Investigation Office

National Investigation Office

NCCTHB

with
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Annex 2: Completed court trials on human trafficking from the first instance regional courts in
Pleven, Sliven and Pazardzhik and the Specialised Criminal Court for the period 2012-201521

Concluded court cases (first instance) on charges of trafficking (Criminal Code art. 159 a-c) for the period January 2012 - December 2015
Type of decision
Punishments
Cases involving international traffic
Persons with Persons with
an effective a suspended Average
Persons with
Convicted
prison prison effective prison Persons
Persons
effective prison
Court
Settlements Sentences persons Acquitted persons sentence sentence sentence
convicted
acquitted sentences
Specialized Criminal Court (handles cases
approx. 3 years
on OCGs)
17
10
58
9
22
34 and 3 months
15
0
Pleven Regional Court
14
3
17
1
9
8 approx. 2 years
11
0
approx. 1 year
Pazardzhik Regional Court
6
0
7
0
2
5 and 3 months
4
0
approx. 3 years
Sliven Regional Court
2
3
7
0
3
4 and 3 months
5
0

21

4
7
1
1

The table is contains data on court cases by gathered by the CSD. The average effective prison sentence is calculated for sentences given out for the crime
of trafficking and does not take into account more severe punishments when they are pronounced due to the violation of a suspended sentence for another
crime.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The academic and policy-relevant literature distinguish among different forms of trafficking in
persons – labour exploitation, slavery and servitude, sexual exploitation and trafficking in human
tissue/organs (OHCHR, 2000). In an attempt to properly address legal and social differentiation
in forms of trafficking, the policy analysis literature also distinguishes between the sexual
exploitation of adults and of children (Kempadoo, Pattanaik and Sanghera, 2005). In countries
where the anti-trafficking policy framework has been designed strategically around state security
policies, the legislative framework addressing human trafficking for labour exploitation is often
embedded in migration and labour policies, while trafficking for sexual exploitation is typically
addressed within the regulation of public morals and order, that is, within the framework of
legislation that addresses prostitution or other aspects of regulation of the sex industry. Such
approaches often lead to confusion between trafficking and acts of illegal migration, smuggling,
prostitution, pornography and others, which may be illegal to varying degrees in different
societies, but that do not in themselves amount to trafficking in humans. Additionally, the term
“trafficking” has not been universally defined and/or understood as distinct from other issues (i.e.
illegal migration, prostitution, etc.). This creates confusion in policy and public debates and in
academic studies, and challenges for policy-making (Salt, 2000). From a policy perspective, the
definition of human trafficking in the Palermo Protocol adds the means of recruitment to
practices such as prostitution, servitude, and the removal of organs in order to define an act of
trafficking in humans (i.e. “the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of
fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or
receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another
person”) (OHCHR 2000). Therefore, at least two separate elements must be present in any
single case in order for it to qualify as an act of human trafficking (the existence and type of
exploitation, and the means used in recruitment). The third element of trafficking, which is the
movement of persons, is not critical to determine the act of trafficking; despite this, international
interest in trafficking often focuses on the transportation of victims.

1. Methodology
Several different methods were used for the purpose of this study. In the first part, a review was
carried out of existing policy-relevant and academic literature on human trafficking, corruption
and organised crime, as well as of their relationships and contributing factors. In the second part
of the study, a combined methodology of desk research and statistical analysis was applied in
an attempt to test conclusions suggested by the analysis of the academic and policy analysis
literature. Finally, semi-structured interviews were conducted with key actors. Limited data and
the reluctance of the police and the judiciary to provide insight into actual cases initially limited
the scope of the research. Interviews with representatives of anti-trafficking institutions proved to
have little or no relevance to the key topic of the study (the relationship between corruption and
trafficking), therefore an alternative approach had to be found in order to match reality with
theories and expert findings. In this regard, the study utilised insights from actual cases of
corruption and trafficking managed by the Partnership for Social Development (Corruption
Documentation and Monitoring Project), which shed additional light on the realities of trafficking.
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Three cases monitored and managed over the course of ten years served as a final reality check
for all the findings in this study.

2. Status of trafficking
Croatia is a destination, source and transit country for men, women and children subjected to
human trafficking (HT). Owing to its geographic position between Central and South-Eastern
Europe, it is part of one of the world’s most important trafficking routes, i.e. the Balkan route
(UNODC, 2014). Trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation is one of the most common
forms of HT in Croatia, and internal trafficking is on the rise (UNODC, 2006). However, reliable
and consistent data for comparable terms are not available and different sources report different
numbers. In the decade from 2004 to 2014, the Croatian government identified 168 victims, of
whom 86% were females trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation, according to data
supplied by the Ministry of the Interior.1 More than half of these victims (64%) were of Croatian
nationality. These victims shared similar socioeconomic characteristics, including poor living
conditions and low level of education. During the period from 2010 to 2012 alone, the police,
NGOs and other agencies registered 64 identified victims of human trafficking, including 6 male
and 58 female victims. Of these 58, 19 (32.76%) were victims of sexual exploitation, and 79%
were aged 18 to 24. In the same period, none of the male HT victims identified were victims of
sexual exploitation. One-third of identified and presumed victims of HT received assistance
(mostly medical, psychological and housing) and each person was entitled to a reflection period.
Only four foreign victims were granted residence permits. Of 48 suspected traffickers (40 male
and 8 female), only 9 (18.75%) were prosecuted. The courts issued convictions in 6 of the 9
cases.
Table 1. Reports, indictments and convictions for criminal activities, 2005 - 20142
Year

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total

6

14

3

10

7

8

8

6

12

N/A

74

Indictments

N/A3

1

2

4

5

6

3

6

1

N/A

28

Convictions

N/A4

1

0

0

4

3

1

2

1

55

12

Reports

Data source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics6

1

Data obtained from the Ministry of the Interior, pursuant to a request for information (29 June 2015).
Criminal activities under Article 175 of the old Criminal Code (Official Gazette No: 84/05, 71/06, 110/07, 152/08,
125/11) and Article 106 of the new Criminal Code (Official Gazette No: 144/12). It should be noted that periods are not
identical to the above data from the Ministry of Interior. Even when periods overlap, the data does not completely
match and show higher figures for a shorter period.
3 No available data in the official report sent by the Croatian Bureau of Statistics.
4 Ibid.
5 U.S. Department of State, 2015.
6 Statistical data dealing with trafficking in human beings, 2005-2013, provided to PSD on 13 July 2015.
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Table 2. Adults convicted for criminal offences and the length of sentence, 2005 -20147
Sentence

20058

2010

2011

2012

6 – 12
months

1

1

1 – 2 years

1

2 – 3 years

2006

2007

2008

1

2009

1

2014

Total

1

N/A

3

1

N/A

2

N/A

4

1

2013

1

3 – 5 years

1

N/A

1

5 – 10 years

2

N/A

2

N/A

12

TOTAL

1

4

3

1

2

1

Data source: Croatian Bureau of Statistics9

Statistics for the European Union showed that among registered victims confirmed to be EU
citizens, only 30 were of Croatian nationality, and that the 45 suspected traffickers of Croatian
nationality accounted for only 0.76% of all suspected traffickers confirmed to be EU citizens. Of
these traffickers, only two were prosecuted (Eurostat, 2015).

3. Legal and policy framework
Trafficking in humans consists of three main elements that refer to the position of the victim and
the acts of criminal offenders – “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of
persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud,
of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of
payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for
the purpose of exploitation” (UNODC, n.d.). The conservative approach to assessing a country’s
anti-trafficking legal and policy framework considers acts that are legally qualified as trafficking
(where there is a special legal provision declaring trafficking as an offence and/or a special
policy statement on assisting the victims of trafficking). However, according to a more liberal
approach that is reality-based, the anti-trafficking legal framework is more complex and also
depends on other legal provisions that may detect anomalies caused by trafficking acts. In both
approaches, the ability of the legal framework to identify and prosecute acts of trafficking relates
to the three main elements of trafficking – the act (recruitment, transportation, transfer,
harbouring or receipt of persons), means (threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of
abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or of the
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control
over another person), and result (exploitation). Although there are additional variations
7

Criminal offences under Article 175 of the old Criminal Code (Official Gazette No: 84/05, 71/06, 110/07, 152/08,
125/11) and Article 106 of the new Criminal Code (Official Gazette No: 144/12) and the length of sentence.
8 Ibid.
9 Croatian Bureau of Statistics; statistical data dealing with trafficking in human beings, 2005-2013, provided to PSD
on 13 July 2015.
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connected with in-country trafficking, these phases are usually in line with the differentiation of a
state as a country of origin (recruitment phase), country of transit (transport) or country of
destination (exploitation phase).
Among these elements of trafficking, acts of recruitment are least likely to be identified and
prosecuted by the criminal justice system. There are several types of victim recruiting methods –
direct recruitment, intermediary recruitment through a middleman or agent, and internet or webbased approaches (National Human Trafficking Resource Centre, 2011). A key challenge in the
legal/policy detection of recruitment acts is that exploitation (violation of the rights of the victim)
at this stage does not usually occur. In most cases, at the initial stages the victim is not aware
that she/he is being trafficked, and the act of recruitment itself is rarely illegal (UNODC, 2009).
However, some trafficking recruitment acts can be considered violations of the law (i.e. methods
of deception are often used) especially in cases where work, marriage or even legal sex industry
engagements are promised. In such cases, in the country of origin these activities might be
prosecuted as minor or criminal offences related to embezzlement, false agents, breaching the
labour laws (performing illegal economic activity), or possession of illegal documents and visas if
these are required. Because of the difficulties in the investigation and prosecution, especially
when recruitment is done through web-based technologies, this initial phase of trafficking is
often a low risk activity for traffickers, with low-level organisational requirements, and can
therefore be outsourced to other individual actors by the organised criminals engaged in
trafficking. Transportation of victims, especially in the case of transnational (in this case, transregional) border crossings, is more exposed to the risk of detection for traffickers, as they need
to move living persons across borders and pass through a range of hot-spots where anomalies
may be detected by law enforcement. International trafficking criminal groups usually have a
chain structure (Bernasco and Bruinsma, 2004) that can be defined as a “collection of offenders
that enter into collaboration with each other in varying combinations.” This enables traffickers to
minimise investments and control legal risks for their operation or organisation, while maximising
returns. Similar to the recruitment phase, there are numerous ways of transporting a person
across borders, especially across European or EU land borders. The chain model in which each
group is responsible for a particular “service” in crossing their territory and where limited
competition between groups in the local context is present (Salt, 2000) is the model that has
been recorded in Croatia, and will be elaborated further in this paper. In this model, there is no
typical “trafficker” who accompanies the victim the whole way, and as exploitation of the victim
has not yet taken place any detection of trafficking-related acts by law enforcement (such as
transportation of the victim) would generally fall outside anti-trafficking legal provisions. Such
acts would qualify as misdemeanours under the State Border Control Act (NN 83/13), or Aliens
Act (NN 130/11, 74/13) or as crimes related to illegal border crossing under the Criminal Code.
There is a common understanding that the exploitation phase takes place in the country of
destination, with some exceptions depending on the form of trafficking. At this stage of
trafficking, the victim becomes aware of her/his position, which implies that the risk of exposure
for traffickers is relatively high (UNODC, 2009). This is why traffickers apply various control
mechanisms at this stage (usually in the country of destination) – utilising “violence and threats
of violence, deception, imprisonment, collusion, debt bondage, isolation, religion, culture and
belief” (UNODC, 2009). The capability of the country’s legal system to detect trafficking acts at
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this stage of exploitation may therefore be more diversified, and the probability of detection is
therefore higher. In such cases, in Croatia, in addition to the State Border Control Act and the
Aliens Act, which target the trafficking of persons, the actual activity of the person (victim or
trafficker) can be prosecuted under the Labour Act (NN 93/14), the Offences against Public
Order and Peace Act (NN 5/90, 30/90, 47/90, 29/94), or the Criminal Code (NN 125/11, 144/12,
56/15, 61/15). The Croatian Criminal Code is aligned with UN Conventions and
recommendations, and covers the entire spectrum of exploitation of victims of trafficking (“forced
labour, servitude, slavery or status similar to slavery, prostitution or other forms of sexual
exploitation, forced marriage, organ removal, exploitation of persons in armed conflicts, or for the
commission of unlawful acts”). Bearing in mind that the majority of the identified victims of
trafficking in Croatia are victims of sexual exploitation (86% of victims over the course of 10
years), legal regulations related to prostitution must also be considered in the overall
assessment of anti-trafficking legislation.
The Croatian Criminal Code incriminates the coercion into prostitution, the organisation of
prostitution, advertisement of prostitution, assistance in prostitution, and the exhortation to
prostitution. New criminal legislation was introduced under the Criminal Code in 2012 and 2015
to include sanctioning of clients or buyers, but liability is limited to certain circumstances. Clients
could/should be able to conclude that the person from whom they are buying sexual favours is
the subject of suspicious circumstances (i.e. coercion, exhortation to prostitution) which in fact
implies some elements of trafficking for sexual exploitation, which is regulated by the Criminal
Code, except in this case milder sentences are prescribed by the law. Access to a broader
solution to the problem of prostitution was provided by the proposal of a new Offences against
Public Order and Peace Act, which stipulates that persons who provide sexual favours in return
for financial or other benefits should be sanctioned, as well as persons who require, use and pay
for these favours. Since the Criminal Code covers only qualified forms of prostitution (i.e. forced
prostitution), the sanctions proposed by the new Offences against Public Order and Peace Act
would incriminate prostitution in general (as a misdemeanour).

II.

LINKS BETWEEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CORRUPTION

Identifying the relationship between corruption and trafficking is not an easy task. The
relationship is triangular, with mutual impacts, but less clear causality. Therefore, one has to
operate on assumptions that may or may not be accurate in assessing grey areas of corruption
and trafficking. The first assumption used in this study is that there is a clear relationship
between organised crime and trafficking in persons. UNODC GLOTIP 2014 suggests a
relationship between the distance the victim is transported and the level of organisation of
criminal groups, and differentiates between trafficking that is local (in-country), sub-regional
(transnational within the same sub-region), and trans-regional (between different sub-regions).
The report suggests that the longer the distance covered, especially in conjunction with the
complexity of administrative requirements (e.g. visa regimes for the victims’ countries of origin),
and the higher the number of persons trafficked, the higher the level of organisation of criminal
groups detected. In the case of trans-regional trafficking, organised activity requires connections
with other groups, significant investments in travel and border crossing, and overall coordination
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and division of labour (UNODC, 2014a; Salt, 2000; Juhasz, 1999). UNODC GLOTIP also
suggests that trans-regional trafficking increases the risk that traffickers may be arrested –
whether for trafficking in persons or other offences – especially if travel documents are checked
at border crossings.
On the other hand, the academic and policy literature suggests that there is a robust correlation
between organized crime and corruption. (Buscaglia and Van Dijk, 2003). In Controlling
Organised Crime and Corruption in the Public Sector Buscaglia and Van Dijk found a range of
correlating factors between organised crime and corruption, emphasising that “levels of
organised crime and of corruption in the public sector are determined first and foremost by the
quality of core public state institutions, such as the police, prosecution and the courts”. Further,
the authors conclude that the “study confirms the hypothesis that organised crime and
corruption prosper in an environment of bad governance” (Buscaglia and Van Dijk, 2003). In the
Croatian context, the cross-border transportation of victims plays an important role in human
trafficking. Whether this means legal border crossings from neighbouring countries or subregions of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, North Africa and the Middle East, or Sub-Saharan
Africa (UNODC, 2014a), the movement of persons is an integral part of transnational trafficking
activities. Aware of the distinction between trafficking in humans and other forms of legal and
illegal migration, academic and policy researchers have nonetheless confirmed the relationship
(Salt, 2000). This relationship in academic terms is best thought of as a continuum with room for
considerable variations between the extremes (Salt, 2000), i.e. many of the initial clients of
smuggling operations can end up as victims of trafficking. The ratio between human trafficking
and illegal migration is still prone to a wide spectrum of speculation. The literature commonly
accepts the shadow number approach, in which there is a significant relationship between the
numbers of apprehended illegal migrants and the total number of illegal migrants who cross
borders (this ratio varies between 1:6 to 1:10), further suggesting that 15-30% of illegal migrants
will have used the services of traffickers during their journey, and assuming that some of them
will end up being exploited by traffickers in their country of destination (Salt, 2000). Although
these estimates and findings lack the key means to verify numbers and cannot be used in
econometric studies, they can be of use in understanding the risks of trafficking and peoplesmuggling, and establishing the potential relationship between the risks of trafficking and
people-smuggling and corruption and organised crime.

1. Trafficking and corruption: theories, relationships, risks and
actors
“Corruption is probably the most important factor in explaining human trafficking” (Zhang and
Pineda, 2007). However, proving this statement is challenging. First, there are inherent problems
in accessing, collecting and analysing data (i.e. reluctance of judicial authorities and police
department to provide data and lack of insight among relevant NGOs pertaining to corruption in
trafficking or the judicial chain). Second, it is not easy to prove the correlation between
corruption and trafficking. There are different definitions and understandings of both
phenomena, and the data available provide only a limited insight into the actual relationships
and doings of the various actors in corruption or trafficking chains. Even with these limitations,
the authors were able to confirm the relationship between corruption and human trafficking
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frequently mentioned by scholars and researchers active in either field, and to further suggest
that “countries that make the least effort to fight human trafficking also tend to be those with high
levels of official corruption” (Zang and Pineda 2007).
The Council of Europe’s Programme against Corruption and Organised Crime in South-Eastern
Europe (PACO) suggests that corruption can occur in any of the chains relevant to trafficking or
anti-trafficking activities – the trafficking chain, criminal justice chain and victim assistance chain.
UNODC in its attempt to map corruption and trafficking relationships states that “corruption is
central to the success of traffickers and therefore criminals consider it a necessary investment;”
furthermore, “corruption is possibly the main cost factor for traffickers” (UNODC, 2011).
However, assessing the level of corruption risk as well as the actual role of corruption in
trafficking and anti-trafficking chains may prove to be a challenge beyond our capacity at this
stage. The lack of available data, the reluctance of the criminal justice system to face those
among themselves who are corrupt, and the resistance of the criminal justice system to external
reviews of internal affairs, limit the scope and ability of research to determine systemic or
endemic linkages between corruption and trafficking.
The UNODC GLOTIP report (2010-2014) further suggests that trafficking in Croatia has a subregional character, meaning that most trafficked persons are trafficked within the same subregion, so some of the above-mentioned corruption risks (i.e. border controls and travel
documents) may not be relevant to victims who are citizens of Croatia or the Western Balkans
region (UNODC, 2014b). For example, citizens of Western Balkan countries do not need visas to
cross borders and travel to EU member states or states covered by the Schengen Agreement
(except for Kosovo, because of its special status with the UN). Therefore, traditional corruption
related to border crossing for victims and traffickers from this area may not be as relevant as
trans-regional trafficking. The issue remains for victims or traffickers who travel from further
afield (i.e. the Middle East, Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, or Iraq), in other words, citizens of
countries from other sub-regions, as will be elaborated further in this paper. As victims
originating from the Western Balkans make up the highest share of victims detected in Western
Europe (27%), the significance of the Western Balkans countries in overall trafficking-related
issues in the EU is clear (UNODC, 2014a). Therefore, assumed links between corruption and
trafficking in the Croatian context relate to in-country transportation, transportation to the border
of the first neighbouring EU member state, transportation to a destination in one of the EU
member states, and exploitation of victims in Croatia (traffic police, migration police, work
permits, residence permits, and public order).
In these aspects of trafficking-related corruption, turning a blind eye or providing a choice of
sanctions for traffickers may hinder most anti-trafficking policies and instruments. For example,
applying sanctions for criminal or misdemeanour acts that do not undermine overall trafficking
operations – e.g. failing to investigate how foreign erotic dancers in clubs may be related to
trafficking (when intelligence indicates that this is a cover for prostitution or trafficking for sexual
exploitation) – is one of most common aspects of corruption, and is quite difficult to detect.
These performers do not keep their own passports but hand them over to the club owners; they
do not have work permits, and usually only “dancers” (probable victims of trafficking to some
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extent) who are caught during inspections or raids are fined for breaching migration and labour
regulation acts and sent home.
Box 1. Case study: the “Go-Ga” Club
In July 2006, Ana Lovrin, Minister of Justice at the time, Božidar Kalmeta, Minister of
Maritime Activities, Transport and Infrastructure, Živko Kolega, Mayor of Zadar, Ivo
Grbić, Prefect of Zadar County, State Secretaries Zdenko Mičić and Zdravko Livaković,
the Head of the County Police Anton Dražina, the Deputy Mayor of Zadar Dražen
Grgurović and other officials attended the official opening of the Go-Ga strip bar in Zadar
(Filipi, 2006). Their excuse for attending the opening was that “it enhances the tourism
range of Croatia”. The official owner of the club was Tankerkomerc, a former stateowned, later privatised company engaged in a variety of maritime services. Soon after
the opening, frequent incidents of violence were recorded between guests and
employees of the Go-Ga bar. It changed ownership and its name to become part of the
chain of Princess clubs that operate all over Croatia (Gugic, Kuzmic and Turcin, 2007).
However, the basic operation principle was maintained – in order to cover the costs of a
variety of sexual favours provided by women, employees would charge large sums for
drinks at the bar. If guests refused to pay, employees would use intimidation, violence or
blackmail. The Go-Ga bar was closed for 30 days after the State Inspectorate found that
five Romanian dancers had not obtained work permits, but rather temporary residence
permits for up to 90 days (Kocic, 2007). However, the owner did not suffer any
significant consequences. Even during the inspection, workers did not show their travel
documents or work permits. The police never looked at the potential trafficking
implications of the case, and Princess clubs are still present in most tourist towns
throughout Croatia including in the capital, Zagreb. The presence of high-level officials
who can influence policy-making related to this club (licensing, tax policies, work
permits), as well as criminal justice officials, provided specific protection for the club
owners, as no police officer would dare touch a club where police chiefs and ministers
had clearly signalled approval by their presence at the opening.
The practice of changing the charge in course of the investigation related to the offence or
crime committed is a common corruption practice, even in the criminal justice system. For
example, Article 106 of the Croatian Criminal Code regarding trafficking and sexual exploitation
prescribes a prison sentence of up to ten years; at the same time, Article 157, referring to
prostitution, recruitment or solicitation to prostitution, sanctions these acts with six months to five
years in prison. A simple intervention in the evidence or procedure may change the fate of the
trafficker dramatically, meaning that he/she may even be sanctioned without being sentenced to
jail time. In addition, police officers tipping off traffickers and criminals regarding imminent
investigations, raids or the use of surveillance is a growing trend in Croatia. All levels of the
criminal justice system are involved in this scheme, and sometimes the entire sexual exploitation
business is actually coordinated by the head of the respective department of the police.
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Box 2. Case study: “Inspector Opportunity”
On 6 December 2012, Mislav Merkaš, Head of the Task Force for the Suppression of
Prostitution in Organised Crime Department of Zagreb County Police, dubbed
“Inspector Opportunity,” was arrested (Deskovic, 2012). During a joint action by the
Prosecutor's Office for the Suppression of Organised Crime and Corruption (USKOK)
and its counterpart in the Criminal Police Directorate known as Police National USKOK,
more than 15 people, including Inspector Mislav Merkaš and his wife Nataša Gudek
Merkaš, and other officers were arrested for organising prostitution in the city of Zagreb.
At the beginning of the investigation, Merkaš was assumed to be one of the key
organisers of this group, as the key law enforcement officer providing “protection” for
the group’s activities by tipping them off regarding imminent investigations or the use of
special investigative measures against them (Tportal, 2012b). As the case developed, it
was found that at least four separate prostitution groups had been coordinated by
Inspector Merkaš for more than six years (2006 – 2012). However, it remained unclear
whether Inspector Merkaš was just tipping off the pimps and sex workers regarding
police activities, or whether he was the actual coordinator (i.e. the boss) of the scheme
(Deskovic, 2012). Though the case is still pending before the court, at this stage it has
been confirmed that there is reasonable suspicion that Inspector Merkaš provided a
variety of “legal protection” services for members of the group in exchange for material
benefits. A financial investigation showed that he and his wife acquired sizeable assets
(real estate in exclusive coastal tourist areas, valuable works of art, and cash) which
could not be accounted for by their regular income (Tportal, 2012a). It was claimed that
in the six-year period between 2006 and 2012, Merkaš had made a profit of
approximately €162,000 (Jurasic, 2013). From published statements by members of the
groups Merkaš coordinated, it appears that all the pimps and prostitutes involved were
first investigated for organised prostitution by the police department where Merkaš
worked. When he interrogated them, he would ask for their contacts and then offer
them some kind of “deal” – a lesser or no sentence in exchange for information on other
pimps – or would indirectly offer “protection” in exchange for money (Nezirovic and
Petrusic, 2013). For those who agreed to cooperate, he charged approximately €1,000
per month to each of four groups for tips on police activities, while those who refused
would face in rigid law enforcement procedures. In some cases, if a pimp ended up in
jail, Inspector Markaš would offer prostitutes his own “coordination” service to find them
clients (Nezirovic and Petrusic, 2013). In some cases, he also threatened pimps with
violence or murder if they reported or revealed his activity to the relevant authorities,
stating that there were “big players working with him” (Nezirovic and Petrusic, 2013).
The “Opportunity” case shows that in at least some instances government officials are actually
the organisers of trafficking schemes. It is unknown at this stage how many prostitutes were
voluntarily involved in the scheme and how many were victims of trafficking. It is also as yet not
known who was coordinating and directly controlling the sex industry, as the case is still pending
and its parameters keep changing. But it can be assumed that this case is just the tip of the
iceberg in terms of the number of people involved in such schemes.
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Both of the above cases demonstrate the relationship between trafficking and corruption as
these relate to Croatia as a country of destination. However, as seen in the UNODC GLOTIP
report and other relevant sources, Croatia also plays an important role as a country of origin and
country of transit for victims of trafficking. The Croatian police have implemented several actions
to detect these strategies. The joint operation between the Croatian and Swiss police in 2007
(Operation Blonde) established that five Croatian nationals had committed HT offences by
promising women work as babysitters in Switzerland (GRETA, 2011). Five years later, a similar
case was detected. A joint action between Croatian and Spanish police (Operation Catalunya)
dismantled a trafficking ring in Spain. A married couple from Croatia had lured women from
different parts of Croatia (Međimurje, Koprivnica, Zagreb), promising them work as waitresses in
Spain but were instead forced into prostitution, mostly in the resorts of Loret de Mar and Pineta
de Mar (Miljus, 2012).

2. Corruption throughout the stages of trafficking
In order to further understand the reality of trafficking in Croatia and its correlation to corruption
throughout the stages of recruitment, transport, issuing of documents, exploitation, control of
victims, processing revenues, and obstructing counter-trafficking efforts, interviews and data
from three corruption cases handled by PSD within its Corruption Documentation and Monitoring
Project were studied. These cases are also used below in Section III (impact on victims).
The first case, codenamed HR-A1 (2003-present), became a high profile case. Ms. Helga
Conrad, former Stability Pact High Representative for Anti-Trafficking (later the OSCE Special
Representative for Anti-Trafficking), assisted in the attempt to bring the case before authorities in
Croatia and several EU member states. The case began when a member of a criminal group
involved in human trafficking escaped assassination by his boss and asked for protection in
exchange for disclosing details and evidence related to criminal networks with whom he had
been affiliated. PSD and one of the police operatives took the case and conducted over 180
hours of interviews over three years, collecting photos and video recordings, visiting crime
scenes, and inspecting routes used to transport victims.
Case HR-A2 started in 2005, when a Croatian national trafficking victim managed to buy her
freedom from a trafficking chain in Western Europe after more than two decades of sexual
exploitation.
Case HR-A3 started in 2008 and is still ongoing. The whistleblowers in this case were several
club owners who were victims of racketeering and extortion by an organised crime group and by
police and other public officials. As organised crime forced the owners out, prostitution was
brought into the clubs. A human trafficking and corruption scheme was also indicated. During
the course of six years, over 300 hours of case interviews have been recorded.
Recruitment and transport of victims. Based on the above cases, it seems that victim
recruitment was fragmented and a variety of criminal individuals or groups were involved.
Recruitment for sexual exploitation was rarely done by the same group that later exploited the
victim. This creates a complex web of illegal activities requiring structure, coordination, and
avoidance of risk. Some of these criminal groups were also involved in trafficking drugs,
weapons and car theft. Interviewees did not point at corruption links except for one in the HR-A1
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case who referred to linkages between trans-regional trafficking, people smuggling and
corruption. An interviewee in HR-A1 referred to forceful separation of men and women, illegal
migrants from Iran and Kurdistan at the request of the organised crime boss as “he had other
plans for the women.” This suggests that at that point the status of female migrants is changed
from illegal migrants being smuggled to trafficking victims. Statements such is “we usually
transported them across the river, 50 meters from the border patrol boat” and “on our side of
border, police SUV drove ahead of us, till we reached the highway” (an interviewee in HR-A1)
suggest that trafficking and people smuggling activities, in this specific case of trans-regional
people smuggling and trafficking, had been conducted with the knowledge and under protection
of the police in two countries.
Issuing documents. None of the people interviewed in HR-A1 and HR-A2 mentioned corruption
related to issuing of documents such as work permits, licenses, residence permits, or visas for
the victims of trafficking. Some HR-A3 interviewees did, however, indicate how loopholes in
legislation were used for acquiring temporary work permits: “We had trouble with documents for
women from Ukraine, and before the EU, even for women from Romania and Bulgaria.
However, during a certain period we had a connection with a person in the Ministry of Culture,
so for the girls who needed visas we would get permits for them as artistic dance performers.
The scheme would be used just to get them here; once they were here, we arranged everything
with the local police and the girls would just be hidden during raids and inspections.”
Sexual exploitation of victims. Sexual exploitation occurs in various forms. Based on case
interviews, exploitation would often begin as some form of forced prostitution, and later develop
into different forms of sexual exploitation, such as the porn industry, strip bars, etc. Interviews
from the HR-A3 case suggest that apart from strip routines and sexual intercourse with clients in
the club, sexual exploitation of victims played a role in other organised crime business, such as
corruption and extortion. In some cases, even police officers and public officials would engage in
sexual activity with the victims. Such encounters would be “given by the boss as a gift in
exchange for a range of services.” In other cases, sexual encounters would be recorded without
the clients’ knowledge and sex tapes used as blackmail to extort money, other material benefits,
or in exchange for services by public officials or police officers.
Keeping victims in the bonds of exploitation. Although a lot of counter-trafficking literature
refers to violence as one of the key means of victim control, these cases showed that methods
of control varied. In the HR-A2 case, threats of violence were present at the beginning of the
process and evolved over time into other more indirect forms of threat, manipulation or coercion.
Corruption appears to be one of the factors for controlling the victim: “After a few months, the
boss gave me a package to take to his friend. As soon as I stepped out on the street, the police
caught me and found I was carrying drugs (cocaine) in the package. I was terrified. They took
me back to my boss and discussed the case with him. The boss called me in and explained that
I was now a registered drug dealer and that he would take care of it, but, if I cheated or left him,
the police would come after me.” The combination of physical threat, shame and exposure, and
fear of law enforcement appeared to be regular and frequent tactics. If the victim saw that the
boss had a good relationship with the police and that the victim was required to provide free
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services for certain officers, it was reasonable to assume that law enforcement could not be
trusted and that options for escape had been cut off.
Processing revenues and money-laundering. Traffickers in Croatia are not single-crime
specialists. As seen through the interviews, trafficking is often just one of many illegal activities
in which a group or individual is engaged. Sometimes it is the primary income-generating
activity; in other cases it is a complementary activity to other crimes such as corruption,
extortion, or blackmail. However, the income generated by this activity is not insignificant. There
is a range of strategies used by different actors. However, no interviewees mentioned corruption
being involved at this stage of trafficking.
Obstruction of counter-trafficking efforts and protecting traffickers from prosecution and
punishment. All the interviews pointed to law enforcement agencies as hot spots of corruption
and obstruction of anti-trafficking efforts, from police presence during the transport of the victim,
to legal protection in the exploitation phase, or worst-case scenarios, such as “Inspector
Opportunity,” a case where a department chief tasked with combating organised prostitution was
coordinating several criminal networks himself (see Box 2.). An interviewee in the HR-A1 case
indicated a proactive approach on the part of organised crime groups: “We first paid protection
money to one of the key police officers in the area where we worked. But then the boss decided
to videotape one of the meetings with this police officer secretly, where we discussed illegal
activity and paid him for protection. After that, the boss blackmailed the police officer using the
video recording, so his services were then very cheap or free.”
The victim in the HR-A2 case confirmed that police officers were fully aware of the illicit acts her
trafficker and organised crime boss were doing every day: “I would see them (police officers)
several times of week. They would come to the club (owned by the crime boss) where we hung
out or sometimes visit us in apartments. We would have to provide sexual services for them for
free. When police caught me with some cocaine my boss gave me, they immediately contacted
him. That is why I assume they were in it together and he tipped them off, so they would have
leverage over me.”
An interviewee in the HR-A1 case further suggests that the criminal network was connected
throughout Europe: “We have this guy in Italy who is a member of the Italian police, and he is in
charge of protection for our activities there. We would simply call him on a cell phone number
(pre-paid) from another EU member state, and he would meet us over the border and escort us
to safe houses.”
How far the chain of corruption and obstruction of counter-trafficking efforts extends is best
illustrated by a case from HR-A1 that was prosecuted. After all the materials, evidence and
photographs relating to criminal activity by one of the bosses were handed over to the
prosecution, nothing happened. The informant stated that the police went to the home of the
boss, had coffee, but did not search the premises as required by the prosecution. When asked,
the acting prosecutor at the time stated: “I got blocked by the Intelligence Agency, who said he
[the boss] is one of their key informants on Mafia activity, engaged in an important state security
operation, and that the case must be dismissed.”
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Corruption and patterns of transit for trafficking. As established in the previous sections, the
varying distances covered in the illegal movement of persons obviously play an important role in
the organisation of criminal activity and therefore the tendency towards corruption. The majority
of victims identified in Western Europe originate from the same sub-region, i.e. Eastern Europe,
Western Balkans, and from EU member states (UNODC, 2014a). Such findings suggest that the
majority of trafficking in the EU is sub-regional with medium/moderate risks of corruption during
the transportation or transit phase of trafficking, given that there are no border controls that
would increase risks for traffickers, and travel/transportation of victims is mostly ad hoc.
Interviews cited [HR-A1] show that victims of sub-regional trafficking typically travel as single
persons, using existing means of legal organised transportation (i.e. air planes, busses, trains),
or are accompanied by one or two persons in private cars. Given that in most of cases the victim
at this stage is not aware of the final destination and planned exploitation, risks for traffickers at
this stage are rather low, implying that there is a low need/risk for corruption at this stage of subregional cases.
In contrast, the transit stage of trans-regional trafficking often shows high incidence of
involvement of organised crime, implying high risks of endemic/systemic/sophisticated corruption
along the way. Victims of trafficking from areas such as Central Asia, North Africa and the
Middle East, or Sub-Saharan Africa, especially when moved in mid-sized or large groups, would
typically be transported across transit countries by the same criminal infrastructure that
facilitates human smuggling (Salt, 2000). However, there is no direct correlation or causal link
between illegal migration (human smuggling) and human trafficking; thus, the finding related to
facilitation of transport must be cautiously interpreted. The involvement of organised crime in
facilitating transport/movement of illegal migrants exposes these vulnerable migrants to high
risks of exploitation by organised crime groups. This finding was confirmed during interviews in
the HR-A1 case where a trafficker stated: “In that group there were mostly Iranians and Kurds; at
a certain point we separated women and men, as the boss had different plans for the women.” A
migrant’s position of vulnerability can and will be exploited by traffickers, but identifying the
frequency of this exploitation requires further research.
With respect to the trans-regional transport of victims recruited in their countries of origin,
especially when movement of victims occurs in groups, the same organised crime groups
facilitate both illegal migration and trafficking. This organised illegal movement of persons across
borders requires a high level of organisation. However, these findings cannot reasonably be
used to formulate anti-migration policies, as stronger barriers and restrictions on the movement
of persons can also facilitate corruption, and do not contribute to reducing the number of illegal
migrants or trafficking victims; in fact, they can do the opposite.
Taking into consideration the caveats described above, the number of trans-regional illegal
migrants apprehended by Croatian law enforcement agencies may provide proxies into the level
of organised migrant smuggling and trafficking operations, and thus shed light on the level of
corruption risks related to the movement of persons (where some of these persons will end up
being exploited by trafficking chains). For the purpose of this study, the UNODC GLOTIP report
was used to ascertain the regional and sub-regional division of nationalities (origin) of illegal
migrants apprehended by the Croatian legal system.
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Table 3. Regional and sub-regional division of nationalities (origin) of illegal migrants,
Croatia, 2011-2012
Number and % of illegal migrants

Distance/extent of
trafficking

Level of criminal
organisation

Corruption risks

Small Local
Operations
(Croatian
National)

Low/none

Low/local/
incidental

363

9.5%

298

4.4%

Medium Subregional
Operations

Medium/some

Medium/multi
located/ repetitive

680

17.8%

952

13.9%

Large Transregional
Operations

High/sophisticated

High/systemic/
continuous

2129

55.7%

4,862

71.1%

Other

652

17.1%

727

10.6%

Total

3,824

100.0%

6,839

100.0%

2011

2012

Data source: UNODC, 2014a.

As seen in Table 3, most of the legal migrants apprehended by the Croatian criminal justice
system in 2011 and 2012 were part of the large trans-regional movement of persons, i.e.
associated with a high level of organisation in criminal groups as well as high corruption risks.
Numbers used were prior to the Syrian refugee crisis, in which motives to move, model of
organisation and means of transportation would be expected to differ. During the 2011-2012
period, the Balkan route accounted for most illegal migration (migrants from Turkey, Iraq, Iran,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and even Palestine or Somalia), which is also en route to Western
Europe for persons that are travelling from these sub-regions. However, the relatively high
proportion of migrants from Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia that account for almost 20% of illegal
trans-regional migration detected in Croatia in 2012 is not so easily explained in geographical
terms. Although for these nationalities it would be easier to reach the shores of Spain, Portugal,
France, Malta and Italy directly, for some reason they decided to cover much larger distances
and appear at Croatian land borders via the Balkan route.
As Illustration 1. shows, instead of using shorter and safer corridors for the travel and movement
of persons (red arrows), significant numbers of illegal migrants from these three countries used
corridors that covered longer distances and were less safe (yellow arrows).
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Illustration 1. Routes of illegal migrants from Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia

Data source: Author’s computations based on available official data on illegal migrants apprehended in
Croatia.

In addition to covering larger distances, illegal migrants apprehended by the Croatian legal
system decided to cross more borders and more challenging terrain in the attempt to reach
Western Europe. This suggests that the illegal movement of persons in mid-sized and large
groups may follow the path of least resistance, i.e. using routes where they would face a lower
risk of detection of potentially illegal actions in their endeavour to reach Western Europe. This
contradiction (more borders, longer distances, challenging terrain and political situations –
resulting in an assumed reduction of risk in illegal movement) can be explained by “corruption as
the main cost factor for traffickers” (UNODC, 2011). Therefore, findings suggest that the choice
of countries and/or territories crossed in the movement of persons by criminal trafficking
organisations may have a direct correlation to the level of corruption and organisation of criminal
groups.
In order to test this theory, findings were analysed against the relevant governance indicators
based on a methodology developed by Mungiu-Pippidi (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013). By assessing the
relevant indicators, the issue of route choice made by illegal migrants from Morocco, Algeria and
Tunisia (i.e. why they chose Turkey, Bulgaria, Macedonia, Serbia and Croatia, rather than more
direct destinations, such as Spain, Portugal, France, Malta and Italy) was analysed. As seen in
Appendix 1, on the whole, the choice of trafficking routes can be explained by reviewing the
World Economic Forum Index on the Reliability of Police Services. The Transparency
International Global Barometer indicates a similar reasoning behind the choice of transit
countries for illegal migrants on their way to Western Europe (Appendix 2).
The only countries that do not fit this model are Morocco (according to the World Economic
Forum - Reliability of the Police Index), and Turkey (according to the TI Global Barometer). Such
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findings suggest that the quality and reliability of police work and law enforcement agencies may
play a significant role in the choice of trafficking routes for traffickers and people-smugglers. The
fact that the UNODC GLOTIP report (UNODC, 2014a) did not detect high percentages or
numbers of identified victims of trafficking from these regions can be explained by the timeframe
between victim recruitment by traffickers and victim identification by relevant state bodies; on
average, it varies from three years to, in some extreme cases, 25 years (HR-A1). Therefore, the
identification of trafficking victims related to increased trans-regional migration may take years to
confirm.

III.

CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING - IMPACT ON THE VICTIMS

1. Exploitation of the vulnerability of victims
The relationship between corruption and trafficking impacts victims throughout the stages of
trafficking, facilitating recruitment and transport, accelerating the traffickers’ ability to control and
abuse without detection or consequence, and helping to thwart prosecution, including by
involving victims in schemes to blackmail and coerce authorities.
The three cases in Section II, i.e. Operation Europe (HR-A1), Operation Emanuella (HR-A2),
and Operation Cinderella (HR-A3), demonstrate the impact of corruption on victims throughout
the stages of trafficking. These cases are extremely sensitive and still ongoing, thus the identity
of victims and witnesses remains confidential, but their voices may provide insight into the
intersection between trafficking and corruption, and their joint impact on victims.
Victims were often recruited into danger through deception and in incremental stages until the
realisation of intended and actual harm became increasingly evident – and that threat remains
with known traffickers still at large. An example is a HR-A2 interviewee: “I was young (18) and
had a boyfriend from my town who often travelled. Once, he suggested that I accompany him on
a road trip, and that I stay for a few months with him in an EU country, and that I might even get
a job and money there. That is how it all began. I still see this guy around - he is walking about
freely, though I know that more than a few girls from neighbouring towns have ended up the
same way as I did.” In addition to being tricked step-by-step, victims are subjected to guilt
surrounding their own initial risky choices and the shame and threat of exposure over acts they
were forced to commit. Despite detection and repetitive reports on the criminal activity of the
“boyfriend”, nothing significant has happened to him, and his HT related activities remain with no
intervention by the legal system.
The absence of legal or work status also impacts the safety and recourse for victims. Based on
the cases, when corruption and bribes did not suffice, counterfeit documents were typically used
to clear borders and resolve work issues, leaving victims stranded and powerless and providing
an additional mechanism for threats and control.
Sexual exploitation of victims occurs in various forms and takes an extreme toll on victims. As
seen from the interviews, in most cases exploitation would begin as some form of forced
prostitution, often using mechanisms to isolate, demean, and break victims into submission.
Later, based on acceptable “performance,” exploitation can branch into different forms of sexual
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activities, such as the porn industry, strip bars, etc. HR-A2 interviews suggest that victims could
be allowed greater freedom if a kind of trust develops between traffickers and victims (typically, a
kind of Stockholm syndrome or based on dependence, such as substance or emotional
addiction). This type of extended abuse often results in trauma, including a twisted sense of
promise and reward, where the initial goal to mitigate harm by feigning cooperation, leads to an
erosion of self-worth until the victim is “content” and even complicit in the abuse. This in turn
taints the response to victims. In HR-A2, for example, Croatian assistance instruments did not
recognise that a woman who had bought her own release after 20 years of enslavement was a
victim because of the length of her engagement after direct force had been removed.
Although anti-trafficking literature and media often refer to violence as one of the key means of
“control over a victim”, the interviews indicate that methods of control varied. HR-A2 interviews
suggest that threats of violence were present at the beginning of the process and evolved over
time into other forms of threat (fear of the unknown or things getting worse, fear of the police and
prosecution, lack of other options for survival, blackmail and shame, etc.) or control (such as
drugs and addiction, warped emotional attachment, etc.). Victims felt that their options were
controlled and limited, and that worse might come if they tried to escape. Thus, with or without a
direct threat of imminent violence they were afraid to leave.
Victims may also be involved in obstructing prosecution. For example, in the HR-A1 case,
victims were asked to sexually service police officers so that police complicity could be
leveraged. This further enhances the victim’s sense that no-one – not even government
authorities – can be trusted to help.
Corruption contributes to the isolation of victim. As seen from all of the cases studied in this
paper, victims frequently were in a position to observe “friendly” if not even protective
relationships between government officials at varying levels – junior and senior police officers,
mayors, even ministers in the government – and traffickers that exploit them. Such observations
contribute to feeling that their position of exploitation is tolerated by the state and legal system
(HR-A3) and even supported to a certain extent. Aside from this being a mechanism of control of
victims, it contributes to their reluctance to escape from trafficking chains and participate in
victim assistance programmes, which ultimately undermines the capacity of the authorities to
address trafficking properly.

2. The institutional framework for assisting victims
The institutionalised fight against trafficking in Croatia started with the establishment of the
National Committee for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings in 2002. This is an umbrella
body that designs national policy in the area of preventing and combating HT. Its main task is to
adopt guidelines and strategies for combating HT, in particular national strategies and action
plans. The National Committee was envisaged as an institutional platform for policy coordination
and its work was supposed to fall under the supervision of the Government Office for Human
Rights. After 2005, the organisational structure of the system was modernised, involving a
variety of actors (from law enforcement and the judiciary to NGOs and social services providers).
It was envisaged that the system would prioritise the victim-centred approach (rescuing and
assisting victims of trafficking and therefore providing incentives for them to escape from
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trafficking chains) over the law enforcement one where trafficking is primarily seen as a security
threat to the state. However, after 2010-2011, anti-trafficking became a low priority in the
Croatian policy framework, which led to confusion and inefficiency in the system, evident today
in many relevant policy assessments.
Since the establishment of the system for suppressing trafficking in human beings, three
National Plans for the Suppression of Trafficking in Persons (National Committee for the
Suppression of Trafficking in Persons, 2012), three Protocols (Government Office for Human
Rights and Rights of National Minorities, 2010), and several Memoranda of Understanding have
been adopted.10
In its last evaluation report (2011), GRETA highlighted several problematic areas in the Croatian
system requiring the special attention and focus of Croatian authorities. Among the issues
relevant to this paper, the key recommendation was to ensure a proactive approach on the part
of law enforcement agencies and other relevant actors in identifying victims of trafficking. This
suggests that the low number of identified victims of human trafficking implies that there are
“lacunae in the implementation of the national framework” (GRETA, 2011). In addition, the
GRETA Report focuses on the lack of data exchange between agencies responsible for the
supervision of migration, employment and combating HT, and finds that the new draft Protocol
on Data Collection and Exchange developed in 2013 has not yet been adopted. In addition, the
GRETA Report suggests that a significant aggravating factor in the identification process is the
absence of clear selection criteria for membership of NGOs in the work of the National
Committee and Operative Team. Further recommendations are mostly in the areas of victims’
legal rights, access to services, and legal protections for victims, along with compensation and
repatriation issues.
Efforts made by the Croatian government to combat trafficking in human beings during the
period 2005-2013 have also been summarised by European Commission’s Progress Reports,
stating that since 2005 several points of concern have remain unaddressed, particularly the
identification of victims of human trafficking.
The dominant issue in all policy reports on the state of trafficking and anti-trafficking efforts in
Croatia is weaknesses in identifying victims of HT. This is well justified given that without
identified victims there can be no trafficking cases in legal terms and no access to services or
justice for victims. Offences that might be related to trafficking in persons are prosecuted as
other illicit activities, if no victim of trafficking is identified. Therefore, the lack of success in
identifying victims points to limitations in the system in addressing trafficking and apprehending
the criminal networks involved. Despite the fact that actual numbers of victims are not known,
the low number of identified victims suggests reluctance by government authorities to conduct
large-scale operations to eradicate and suppress all forms of human trafficking in Croatia. There
could be several explanations of the reluctance to identify victims. One is that pursuant to ratified
international conventions and the established operational structure, victims of trafficking are

10

According to information provided by the participants to the Informal EU Network of National Rapporteurs and
Equivalent Mechanisms, available at https://ec.europa.eu/antitrafficking/content/nip/croatia_en#1.%20GENERAL%20INFORMATION.
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entitled to a range of services and assistance in the country where they are identified. Such
assistance may be costly, and therefore most borderline cases are simply handled within the
framework of other legal instruments, such as migration or labour. The second explanation is
corruption. As shown in illustrative examples in this paper, victims of trafficking for sexual
exploitation are in some cases ignored or exploited by the officials involved (in the case of
“Inspector Opportunity,” by the police officer who was supposed to be in charge of identifying the
victim), or their clients are employees of state services, making them witnesses of illegal and
immoral activities. Therefore, in order to protect representatives of the political elite, cases are
adjudicated within other legal definitions (most often migration or labour), diverting the focus of
the judicial proceedings and preventing evidence from being given by the victims that might
implicate the establishment. This ultimately confounds justice for victims.

IV.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

This study indicates a triangular relationship among trafficking, corruption and organised crime,
which is key to understanding these phenomena, apprehending traffickers and eradicating
trafficking in persons. Although, as the study shows, the links and relationships between the
three are evident and sophisticated, it was not possible to prove any causal links between them.
To a certain extent, when both corruption and trafficking are present, organised crime is bound
to present also. The highest incidence of the confluence of all three phenomena is in transregional trafficking, especially when it involves moving large numbers of people.
Findings suggest that the countries of choice for human traffickers in transporting victims are
those where indicators suggest a low level of reliability of police work or a high-level of
corruption in police departments and among border patrols. The identification of victims is in the
hands of the police, while at the same time police are key actors in detecting and investigating
trafficking related crimes. The effectiveness of this arrangement is further complicated in
countries with a high level of corruption, where traffickers avoid significant damage to their
operations by using corruption to mitigate one of the risks (i.e. police detection/intervention).
In addition, reluctance on the part of the relevant institutions to identify victims may arise from
the costs the country would then incur for victim assistance programmes. Countries may be
more reluctant to identify victims, particularly foreign victims, when long-term
assistance/entitlement programmes may represent a burden on the country’s finances. The
paradox of this situation is that if there is no victim, there is no trafficking case, and criminal
entrepreneurs exploit this environment to develop their trafficking business with few hindrances.
In Croatia, limited access to official data and the reluctance of judicial and law enforcement
agencies to look into the issue have undermined attempts to determine the extent of these
problems. Neither the policy documents, nor the strategies and action plans envisage tackling
corruption in trafficking-related cases, or even addressing it in training programmes for law
enforcement, prosecutors and judges. This aspect of anti-trafficking policies in Croatia indicates
lack of awareness in government that may prove to be the most important aspect in fighting
trafficking. This deficiency is exacerbated in societies where trafficking is treated primarily as a
security issue, rather than as a human rights issue.
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However, trafficking undermines human rights and therefore harms the state and its citizens.
Human beings, especially those in vulnerable positions, are violated, threatened and driven into
bondage, often for years or with no real hope of rescue. Corruption in the trafficking chain,
especially in law enforcement, is one of key catalysts in the expansion of human trafficking.
Statistical analyses, as well as victims and other actors all point to the police as a key
protagonist in protecting the business of trafficking in Croatia and elsewhere in Europe, instead
of fulfilling their role in identifying and rescuing victims. The low number of victims identified in
Croatia indicates the ineffectiveness of the existing institutional framework to tackle the issue of
trafficking and to establish priorities for developing anti-trafficking policies in the future.
Procedures for identifying victims in Croatia should be re-examined and removed from the remit
of the police. Victims are entitled to all rights and protection, even when NGOs or other formal or
informal actors in the anti-trafficking institutional framework are the first to identify them.
Anti-trafficking policies must include protocols for combating corruption in trafficking-related
crimes, as it is obvious that organised trafficking does not occur without significant corruption.
Protocols for investigating trafficking cases must introduce compulsory investigation of potential
corruption channels facilitated by organised crime networks. In order to do this, interviews with
victims of trafficking need to be held outside the police departments that typically interact with
victims and protection and safety for victims must be paramount at all times.
All other recommendations depend on this prerequisite, as no system can function efficiently
without full investigation and information; furthermore, as has been established here, without an
identified victim there can be no trafficking case.
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VI.

ANNEXES

Annex 1. Assessment of relevant governance indicators based on a methodology developed by
Mungiu-Pippidi (Mungiu-Pippidi, 2013)

Annex 2. Percentage of respondents who considered the police in
their country to be were corrupt/extremely corrupt
Italy

27%

Spain

37%

Portugal

38%

Turkey

38%

France

41%

Libya

48%

Croatia

51%

Israel

51%

FYR Macedonia

53%

Romania

54%

Greece

56%

Albania

58%

Bosnia and Herzegovina

62%

Bulgaria

65%

Algeria

66%

Serbia

69%

Tunisia

69%

Egypt

78%

Morocco

79%

Data source: Transparency International (2014) Global Corruption Barometer 2013.

Annex 3. Codes and details of interviewees
Code

Position

Place of work

Age

Gender

Comments

CRO-WP901

President of
the
Organisation
for Integrity
and
Prosperity/Split

Organisation
for Integrity
and
Prosperity/Split
(OIP/Split)

N/A

F

OIP-Split works in
prevention, education
and provision of first
health, psychological
and legal aid to
victims of trafficking.

CRO-WP902

Coordinator at
Centre for
Women War
Victims

Centre for
Women War
Victims ROSA

N/A

F

Centre for Women War
Victims – ROSA is
NGO providing
assistance to the
victims of human
trafficking.

CRO-WP903

President of
the Association
Brod - Group
for Women`s
Human Rights

Association
Brod - Group
for Women`s
Human Rights

N/A

F
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Annex 4. List of case studies
Code

Title

Source

HR-A1

Operation Europe

Corruption Documentation and
Monitoring Project (Partnership for
Social Development)

HR-A2

Operation Emanuella

Corruption Documentation and
Monitoring Project (Partnership for
Social Development)

HR-A3

Operation Cinderella

Corruption Documentation and
Monitoring Project (Partnership for
Social Development)
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ABSTRACT
This report analyses both recent and more established trends in the relationship between human trafficking
and corruption in Italy, starting from an overall and empirical assessment of the trafficking business, and of
its relationship with corruption. The analysis draws on both crime and judicial statistics, which also include
information on offenders and victims of sexual exploitation (2007-2013). The statistical analysis is
combined with evidence collected through the Human Trafficking and Corruption (HTC) database, which
provides information about 54 events related to corruption and human trafficking in Italy from 2000 to 2015,
including data about the actors involved and their characteristics, the modalities and resources of
corruption exchanges between traffickers and public officials. The examination of the cases is triangulated
with in-depth information gathered through interviews of experts and victims. Data collected for this study
bring some counterintuitive findings for the analysis of the link between corruption and trafficking in
destination countries. In fact, as opposed to the hypotheses proposed in the literature, corruption is not
such a pivotal factor in the development of human trafficking in Italy. The sporadic enforcement of
immigration and work regulations in the country makes corruption a limited occurrence in comparison to the
size of the prostitution market. However, some emerging trends show an increased role of corruption in the
organisation of prostitution in Italy. First, there is significant evidence that human smuggling tends to be
transformed into trafficking when smuggled migrants having reached Italy are not properly protected by
receiving authorities in immigration centres. The creation of large immigration centres, the outsourcing of
control and detention functions to private companies, and the substantial lack of public supervision and
monitoring over their activities have opened new opportunities for the trafficking business and for
concealing corruption offences. Second, data show that the marginalisation and concentration of foreign
minorities in some parts of the countries has favoured the development of trafficking for sexual exploitation,
sometimes as a result of other forms of organised exploitation, such as forced labour. Third, private actors
are progressively playing a more pivotal role in the corruption exchanges with traffickers. As far as Italian
mafia-like groups are concerned, they do not generally seem to engage directly in trafficking in persons but
collaborate with traffickers indirectly, especially by offering illegal protection under the payment of a racket
fee. Therefore, foreign and transnational criminal groups more likely create and manage human trafficking
networks for sexual exploitation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
1. Italy and the human trafficking problem
Italy is a destination and transit country for women, children, and men subjected to sex trafficking and
forced labour (Monzini 2002; Calzaretti, Carabellese, and Catanesi 2005; Di Nicola 2006). This is mainly
due to its geographical location and extended coastline, which make Italy stand out as a particularly
significant hub of migration flows and point of entry for smuggled or trafficked people from North Africa. The
large local demand in both prostitution services and forced workforce especially in the agricultural, garment
and construction sectors also facilitates the trafficking business to flourish in the country. Concerning the
territories of origin, identified victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation who are forced to engage in street
prostitution are mainly women and girls from Bulgaria, Hungary, Nigeria, Romania and Ukraine and, in
smaller numbers, North Africa. The trafficking of Chinese women for the purpose of forced indoor
prostitution in apartments and houses is also growing, as shown by several investigations in cities like
Prato and Milan (Calzaretti, Carabellese, and Catanesi 2005; Monzini 2002).
Victims of labour exploitation are mainly adult men, trafficked for forced and exploitative labour in the
agriculture and construction sectors (CGIL, 2014). Trafficked men generally come from Asia (China, India
and Pakistan), North Africa and, to a lesser extent, sub-Saharan Africa (Okojie et al. 2003; Carling 2006;
Cabras 2015). The geographic distribution of trafficking for sexual exploitation in Italy is quite similar to
other ordinary crimes, presumably due to its market-based nature, whereas trafficking for labour
exploitation is more likely concentrated in districts with higher demand for low-paid workforce. This is the
case of the two largest Chinese districts in Italy (in Prato and Milan), where research has shown many
Chinese-run factories ignoring basic safety standards and imposing the systemic exploitation of Chinese
labourers (Pieraccini 2011; Savona and Riccardi 2015). Likewise, in districts where labour-intensive
cultivations exist (e.g. oranges, tomatoes), there is large-scale trafficking for labour exploitation in unsafe
working conditions which often lead to casualties related to machine operation (CGIL 2014).
Children subjected to sex trafficking in Italy are from Romania, Nigeria, Brazil, Morocco, and Italy,
specifically Roma and Sinti boys who may have been born in Italy. Roma children from Italy are subjected
to forced labour in begging or petty theft (Ambrosini 2002; Bettio and Garofalo 2005). A growing number of
persons are trafficked to Italy from Latin America and Asia. Depending on the amount paid for
transportation, victims arrive by sea, land or air, sometimes transiting through other European countries.
The Arab uprisings in Egypt, Libya, Syria and Tunisia have further exacerbated the inflow of undocumented
migrants, migrant smuggling and trafficking in persons, predominantly for labour and sexual exploitation
(IOM 2015).

2. Organised crime and human trafficking
It is difficult to determine the scope and characteristics of trafficking by organised crime in Italy. According
to a recent study by Transcrime, sexual exploitation remains the third largest illegal sector in terms of
revenues in Italy (€4.6 billion), after drugs (€7.73 billion) and extortion (€4.76 billion). However, only part of
the illegal activity is directly run by mafia type organisations. Regarding sexual exploitation, according to
the estimates provided by Transcrime, it produces 8% of the annual revenues of these organisations
estimated between a minimum of €8.3 billion and a maximum of €13 billion (Calderoni 2014; Savona and
Riccardi 2015).
The Department for Equal Opportunities reported that 189 assisted victims had been trafficked by
organised crime between 2011 and 2012. The victims are mainly from Romania and North Africa,
especially Morocco, and are forced into selling drugs. The limited information available on this form of
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trafficking indicates that traffickers and victims are usually from the same country. In fact, only a part of the
human trafficking business is directly carried out by Italian mafia-like organisations. The more traditional
Italian crime organisations do not generally seem to engage directly in trafficking in persons but collaborate
with traffickers indirectly (Alexis A. Aronowitz 2001; Cabras 2015), especially by offering illegal protection
under the payment of a racket fee (Direzione Nazionale Antimafia, 2014). Therefore, foreign and
transnational criminal groups more likely create and manage human trafficking networks for sexual
exploitation, as the data collected for this study will show.

3. Counter-trafficking policies in Italy
Italy has a comprehensive legal framework for combating human trafficking in the country (Musacchio
2003; Grassi 2010; Caneppele and Mancuso 2013; GRETA 2014). Since 1998, victims of trafficking have
been allowed to receive a residence permit in order to be involved in assistance and social integration
projects.1 The 1998 Italian Immigration Act (legislative decree No. 286/1998) established the policy
framework to combat trafficking and guarantee the protection of victims, and it incriminated both
recruitment for prostitution and sexual or labour exploitation and the exploitation of minors in illicit activities.
Law No. 228/2003 introduced new measures in the fight against trafficking in persons, by incriminating both
internal and cross-border trafficking activities and covering all forms of trafficking, including slavery and
servitude. More severe punishment is envisaged for these types of offences, especially when criminal
organisations are involved. Because of it, law extends the application of existing legal provisions on mafia,
terrorism and subversion to human trafficking and slavery, on the assumption that they have similar
characteristics. The trafficking of children is often prosecuted under articles 600-bis of the Criminal Code
(child prostitution), 600-ter (child pornography) and 600-quarter (possession of pornographic material), as
well as under Law No. 228/2003. Penalties are increased by between one-third and a half when victims are
minors, destined for prostitution or intended for organ-harvesting. More recently, a new crime relating to the
exploitation of minors for forced begging was introduced by Law No. 94/2009; the offence had previously
been treated as a misdemeanour. Most recently, Legislative Decree No. 24/2014 transposing Directive
2011/36/EU amended the criminal law provisions on trafficking and slavery, and provided for the adoption
of a national anti-trafficking action plan and the setting up of a state compensation fund for victims of
trafficking. The provision of assistance to victims of trafficking is organised at the local level by civil society
organisations, in cooperation with the local or regional authorities, and with funding provided principally
from the state budget.
Although Italy has a comprehensive legal framework to counter human trafficking, the judicial response to
this crime seems to be not so effective, as admitted by the same judicial authorities. According to the latest
official reports of the Direzione Nazionale Antimafia, which coordinates the work of antimafia district
prosecutors’ offices, “the outcomes of the implementation of the anti-trafficking legislation are not so good.
In fact, being so widespread a phenomenon, only few judicial cases have been started under art. 600, 601,
602 of the Criminal Code, sporadically a criminal association crime has been also recognized (art. 416/6 e
416 bis p.c.), and judicial requests have almost never been sent to foreign authorities” (Direzione
Nazionale Antimafia, 2012). This statement finds support also in judicial data, which clearly show the low
number of final convictions for trafficking crimes, as compared to other crimes related to trafficking and
slavery, such as exploitation, aiding and instigating prostitution (see Figure 1).
Concerning the legal framework for prostitution, Law No. 75/1958 on Prostitution and the Fight against the
Exploitation of the Prostitution of Others is the main applicable legislation. This law decriminalises
prostitution, while the control and exploitation of those in prostitution remains a criminal offence. Forced
Under Art. 18 of law no. 286/1998, a six-month temporary “social protection” residence permit can be granted to victims
identified and can be renewed for one year and converted into a long-term work or student residence permit (GRETA 2014).
1
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labour was incriminated in 2011, when the Law 148/2011 was adopted introducing in the Criminal Code the
crime of “unlawful intermediation and labour exploitation” (intermediazione illecita e sfruttamento del
lavoro), a phenomenon known in Italian as caporalato. The crime is defined as “the act of conducting an
organised activity of intermediation, recruiting manpower or organising its work, characterised by
exploitation, through violence, threat or intimidation, taking advantage of the workers’ situation of need or
want” (Art. 12).
However, the effective enforcement of this legal framework has long been undermined by the strict
migration policy adopted in Italy. After the introduction of the Bossi-Fini Law (no. 182/2002), which
prohibited irregular migration, laws 92/2008 and 94/2009 led to the criminalisation of aiding and abetting
irregular migration, including providing housing or employment to irregular migrants, and the definition of
the status of irregular migrant as an aggravating circumstance for other criminal offences. According to
Amnesty International (2012: 12), this legislation also dampens an effective implementation of the antitrafficking framework, in fact, “the criminalization of ‘illegal entry and stay’ in effect creates significant
obstacles to the enjoyment of the human rights of migrants, both in regular and irregular situation. This is
because the criminalization of ‘illegal entry and stay’ triggers the existing obligation on the part of public
officials, police and judicial authorities to report, investigate and prosecute crimes, including the crime of
‘illegal entry and stay’”. In April 2014, the Italian Parliament voted in favour of abolishing the provisions on
the crime of irregular entry and irregular stay, but the Renzi government has recently stopped its
decriminalisation.

4. The link between corruption and human trafficking in Italy
There is abundant literature on human trafficking, including both qualitative and quantitative assessment of
the problem in Italy (Monzini 2002, 2004, 2007; Bettio and Garofalo 2005; Pastore, Monzini, and Sciortino
2006; Di Nicola et al. 2009; Cabras 2015). However, there is little existing research on the link with
corruption, though many studies recognise that corruption plays a significant role in both human trafficking
and smuggling operations, particularly when criminal networks and organisations are involved. Scant data
and publicly available evidence mainly explain the lack of in-depth analyses about this link, but other
reasons can also justify such a gap in the literature. As this report will show in the next sessions, corruption
might become a marginal component in human trafficking schemes in those destination countries where
the enforcement of immigration policy and border protection measures are particularly weak. For example,
regarding human smuggling, a recent UNICRI study showed that a large proportion of smuggling of
Filipinos to Italy took place without bribing of public officials, but that nevertheless several cases of
smuggling of larger groups of migrants involved organised crime and collusion with public officials
(Aronowitz 2003).

5. Methodology
This report has adopted a mixed approach in three steps, combining an extensive strategy of data
collection with an intensive one. The aim of that approach was to create evidence-based measures of the
link between corruption and human trafficking activities. These measures incorporate both available
evidence (legal proceedings/ investigations/ official files) and expert opinions (interviews with prosecutors,
police investigators, policy experts, anti-trafficking activists and former victims of trafficking) to fill gaps in
the knowledge about the link between the trafficking and corruption. The first step includes an empirical
assessment of the link, by using crime statistics on human trafficking and other variables that might
correlate with these activities (such as corruption, organised crime, mafia-type organised crime). This
analysis drew on a unique dataset recently provided by the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT),
which also includes information on offenders and victims of human trafficking (2007-2013). In the second
step, we collected information about events related to corruption and human trafficking. All the information
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was entered into a Human Trafficking and Corruption (HTC) database. The core focus of HTC was the
collection and coding of events where a link between corruption and human trafficking activities emerged.
The information was collected by using the Italian news agency archive (ANSA), from 2000 to 2015. For
every event, some basic information was gathered, and then coded in the HTC events dataset (see Table
5). In the third step of the research, we conducted an in-depth study of the link, based on the analysis of a
limited number of cases (Prato, Castel Volturno and Mineo). The collection of qualitative evidence was
carried out through two fieldwork missions (Castel Volturno and Prato) and interviews with policy experts
(1), prosecutors (2), journalists (1), anti-trafficking activists (4) and former victims (1).

II. LINKS BETWEEN HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND CORRUPTION
Like other forms of crime and especially organised crime, human trafficking flourishes where corruption is
able to neutralise law enforcement and immigration regulations (Agbu, 2003). Experience shows that there
is a strong association between the two phenomena, although this link has never been explored in depth
by analysing how, for instance, it varies across country types (origin, transit or destination) or level of
organisation of the trafficking business (disorganised, organised or network-based groups). Several
questions remain answered, such as when is corruption a necessary condition for trafficking to emerge and
flourish, or, by contrast, what local conditions can allow traffickers to develop their business without
protection by public officials. To analyse the relationship between trafficking and corruption in the case of
Italy is interesting for at least three reasons. First, Italy is a destination country with one of the largest
prostitution markets in Europe. Second, Italian illegal markets are usually more structured and organised
as compared to other countries in Europe due to the presence of indigenous mafia-like criminal
organisations, which usually exercise a strong territorial control over illegal activities. Third, according to
Transparency International Italy is ranked amongst the most corrupt countries in Europe, although it is
political corruption more than other types of corruption (police, public services, judicial corruption) that
contributes to this ranking (TI, 2015).2
These three local conditions are interrelated and mutually reinforcing. As far as trafficking is concerned, the
literature would suggest that the combined effect of these three factors would directly favour the flourishing
of sexual exploitation in the country. However, the data collected for this study bring some counterintuitive
findings for the analysis of the link between corruption and trafficking. In fact, as opposed to the
hypotheses proposed in the literature (Zhang and Pineda 2008; Vandenberg 2002; UNODC 2011),
corruption is not such a pivotal factor in the development of human trafficking in Italy. Conversely, the
sporadic enforcement of immigration and work regulations in the country makes corruption a limited
occurrence in comparison to the size of the prostitution market.
Even in the presence of organised crime groups operating territorially in different illegal markets, corruption
can emerge to facilitate a trafficking business, but mostly due to economies of scale rather than a specific
contribution made by corruption. Based on these conditions, corruption is a relevant enabler of the
trafficking business, rather than a pivotal driver of it. However, according to the evidence collected, some
emerging trends show an increased role of corruption in the organisation of prostitution. First, the massive
and seemingly never-ending immigration flow from Northern and Central Africa and the Middle East
through the Mediterranean to Italy has created new opportunities for traffickers to recruit their victims in the
destination countries, rather than in the transit countries or countries of origin. There is significant evidence
2

Italy has moved up a few places in the 2015 corruption perception ranking of Transparency International but continues to
receive low marks compared to most other European countries. Italy received a score of 44 in the 2015 ranking, placing it 61 st
among 168 countries. That is up slightly from its score of 43, and 69 th position ranking, the preceding year. Within Europe,
however, Italy is only perceived as being less corrupt than Bulgaria, which scored 41 and came in 69 th in the 2015 ranking.
Romania and Greece, two countries typically associated with high levels of corruption, come out better than Italy, tied with a
score of 46 and a 58th place ranking (TI, 2015).
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that in some cases human smuggling tends to be transformed into trafficking when smuggled migrants
having reached Italy are not properly protected by receiving authorities. Because of this, recruitment is
more often carried out in Italy, which was typically a destination country, leading to new corruption
opportunities for public officials. Second, since the control and detention functions in immigration centres
were recently outsourced to private companies, trafficking-related corruption has progressively become
more hidden. In fact, although contracts and general laws bind private actors, outsourcing has made
migration difficult to control and curtail, especially when the implementation of these policies has been
affected by political corruption in the public procurement stage. In this case, the substantial lack of public
control and monitoring over the activities of private companies providing immigration services has opened
new opportunities for the trafficking business and for concealing corruption offences. However, an overall
assessment of corruption linked to trafficking in Italy should also consider other more established trends
facilitating the emergence of this link. Experience shows that the marginalisation and concentration of ethic
foreign minorities in some parts of the countries has favoured the development of trafficking for sexual
exploitation, sometimes as a result of other forms of organised exploitation, such as forced labour. In this
section, we analyse both recent and more established trends in the relationship between trafficking and
corruption, starting from an overall and empirical assessment of the trafficking business, and of its
relationship with corruption, drawing on crime statistics. The findings of this quantitative analysis are
combined with the evidence collected through the HTC database, which provides information about 54
cases of the trafficking-corruption nexus in Italy since 2000. The examination of the collected cases is
triangulated with in-depth information gathered through interviews to experts and victims.

1. Human trafficking and corruption in Italy: some empirical evidence
Different sources are available to measure a phenomenon which is illegal, thus invisible, and which poses
serious obstacles to its monitoring and analysis. In this section, we will use crime and judicial statistics,
compiled by the National Italian Statistics Institute (ISTAT), to assess empirically the business of human
trafficking and sexual exploitation in Italy and to evaluate the link between trafficking and corruption. It is
important to note that both crime and judicial statistics have distinctive problems and sources of error, but a
major one they share is the underestimation of the actual spread of crime. In general, this measurement
problem is the result of the difficulties that both law enforcement and judiciary have in detecting human
trafficking cases, whereas similar cases are often handled as less serious prostitution crimes. In fact, “there
is not enough awareness about the seriousness and real scope of the phenomenon in both judicial and law
enforcement authorities. […] Most of them are not adequately equipped to identify ‘red-flags of trafficking,’
and thus to understand that behind less serious crimes, such as exploitation of prostitution or abetting
clandestine migrants, there might be the much more serious crime of human trafficking. [Moreover] there
are not yet sufficient court rulings that can clarify the interpretation of art. 600 and 601 of the Criminal
Code” (Direzione Nazionale Antimafia, 2012). In order to control for this measurement problem, we use
judicial statistics on convictions for crimes strictly related to human trafficking (art. 600-603-bis of the
Criminal Code) and those related to exploitation of prostitution. In the latter case, we also use crime
statistics related to offences for exploitation of prostitution reported by police forces to the judiciary, by
restricting the analysis to those involving foreigners as either perpetrators or victims3. Although these
statistics capture two different phenomena – trafficking and prostitution – which are interrelated but distinct,
data show that these various measures generate similar distributions of crime, meaning that there is
convergence rather than discrepancy in their depictions of the characteristics and correlates of these
crimes. Figure 1 shows that both trafficking and sexual exploitation crimes are not independent but
correlated over time. The actual size of the human trafficking problem is clearly underestimated in judicial
3

This case selection is determined by the fact that both the illegal provision of prostitution services in Italy is largely carried out by
foreign people, who are more vulnerable to trafficking operations than Italians are. Data presented here clearly support this case
selection strategy.
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data – as Figure 1 shows –with the average number of convicted people for trafficking per year (20002011) being 56, whereas for abetting and exploitation of prostitution it is about 1,780. By looking at the
variation over time, it is quite surprising to observe a decrease in the number of convicted people for both
crimes in the latest available years (2010-2011), despite the sharp increase of migration flows from North
Africa in the same years. In fact, although we need to consider that these are judicial data, which usually
refer to events occurred at least two years before final convictions are issued, we would expect a
progressive increase in the conviction rate with an effective implementation of the anti-trafficking legal
framework. Data presented here do not show a positive trend, and recent data seem to confirm it (20112013). According to a report of the Minister of Justice, in the period 2011-2013, there were 54 first instance
decisions under art. 600,4 18 decisions under art. 6015 and 2 under art. 6026. Conviction rates were higher
for art. 600 and 601 (respectively 69% and 67%), whereas in the case of decisions under art. 602 the rate
was lower (50% of conviction). In 20% of the cases, defendants were acquitted. On average, 67 cases
were addressed in Courts of Appeal, where the conviction rate was higher (79% of cases). If we look at the
breakdown by types of trafficking crime (see Figure 2), there have been no final convictions for
trafficking/slavery for labour exploitation (the offence was introduced in 2011), whereas about 85% of cases
is related to trafficking/slavery offences (only 4% for child trafficking despite the growing concerns about
the scope of the phenomenon).
Figure 1. People convicted for human trafficking and exploitation of prostitution crimes in Italy,
2000-2011

Source: Judicial Statistics on Convictions, ISTAT

By using data from a representative sample of 15 Tribunals in Italy (including 136 ongoing cases related to
trafficking/slavery crimes), the same report sheds light on the characteristics of both perpetrators and
victims of trafficking and on the actual effectiveness of anti-trafficking legal instruments. Human trafficking
remains a phenomenon involving mainly foreign persons, perpetrators are men in 66% of the cases, and
women play a more prominent role as traffickers in comparison with other ordinary crimes (theft, for
instance). Conversely, victimisation data confirm that 2/3 of victims are women (see Table 1). Romanian
nationals lead both rankings for perpetrators and victims, followed by Albanian for perpetrators, and
4

Placing or holding persons in conditions of slavery or servitude.
Trafficking in human beings.
6 Sale and purchase of slaves.
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Nigerian for victims. In the first two cases, these data are also explained by the fact the both Romanian and
Albanian communities are the largest ones in Italy, whereas data on Nigerian citizens show that this foreign
group is more targeted by trafficking operations than others (the Nigerian community is only the 19 th largest
one in Italy). Quite surprisingly, Chinese migrants who represent the fourth largest foreign community in
Italy are at the bottom of the trafficking ranking, despite the abundant evidence about forced labour cases
in some regions of the country (in Prato, Tuscany, for instance).
Table 1. Perpetrators and victims of trafficking /slavery in Italy per country of origin, nationality and
gender (2011-2013)
Trafficking/Slavery
Perpetrators
Victims

Country
Romania
Albania
Nigeria
Bosnia
Bulgaria
Serbia
Sri Lanka
Croatia
Kosovo
China
Ghana
Poland
Moldova
Other

45.2%
14.0%
10.%
7.4%
3.7%
3.7%
2.7%
2.1%
2.1%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%
n.d.
3.3%

51.6%
8.6%
19.0%
1.8%
7.7%
1.4%
n.d.
1.7%
n.d.
3.2%
n.d.
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%

12.6%
87.4%

3.1%
96.9%

Male
66.6%
Female
33.4%
Source: Ministero della Giustizia, 2015

22.5%
77.5%

Nationality

Gender

Italian
Foreigner

In the majority of cases in Italy, recruitment occurs where victims usually migrate in the attempt to find a job
(84.5%). Family reunifications can also result in trafficking (about 3% of cases), although in some cases
victims were aware that they of entering Italy to carry out prostitution activities (5.8%), or they were
trafficked to Italy by force (4.4%). Three out of four women are exploited in the prostitution business as they
reach Italy, whereas men are exploited for forced labour (48.3%), for committing theft (36.2%) or forced
bedding (29.3%). As regards minors, girls usually become victims of sexual exploitation (68%) and boys for
committing theft (46.1%). One third of victims have no knowledge about traffickers/exploiters as they leave
their country of origin, whereas in some cases perpetrators are relatives or partners (15%). Regarding
recruitment, in 56.9% of cases victims are deceived by the same persons whom they had contacted for
protection and help. Violence and threats are also used by traffickers, respectively in 39.8% and the 31.4%
of cases. Victims, suffering mental or physical disorders, represent about 11.7% of cases. Differences exist
across nationalities. Women from Eastern Europe are usually trafficked and involved in prostitution by
deceit, whereas Nigerian women are usually trafficked by force or under threat. According to this sample of
cases, traffickers (organisation or individuals) are also often responsible for the trafficking of victims from
their countries of origin or transit. Regarding the strategies of entering into Italy, victims usually pass the
borders by car (26.1%), van (21%) or bus (20.2%). Moreover, on average the first victimisation related to
trafficking occurs three months after arrival in Italy, lasting for an average period of 14 months – though in
some cases it had been 10 years long. Regarding the revenues related to trafficking, according to the
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cases analysed, daily revenues are €220 on average, which are at the disposal of traffickers in 97.8% of
cases.7
Figure 2. Breakdown of human trafficking Figure 3. Motivations of victims of trafficking
offences with final conviction by types in Italy to migrate to Italy

Source: Judicial Statistics on Convictions, ISTAT

Source: Ministero della Giustizia, 2015

Figure 4. Modalities of trafficking according to Figure 5. Forms of exploitation related to
victims in Italy
trafficking by gender in Italy

Source: Ministero della Giustizia, 2015

Crime statistics can also be used to measure the phenomenon. As compared to judicial data, crime
statistics (offences reported by police forces to the judiciary) are typically a count of events occurring once
they are reported or detected. Although they still capture a small portion of all criminal events and might be
biased, as compared to data on convictions they are less affected by the problem of redefinition or loss, as
a result of operational rules, classification decisions, decisions of either prosecutors or courts. As statistics
on human trafficking are not recorded, we used data on reported offences for exploitation, abetting and
instigating prostitution (including information about both perpetrators and victims) as a measure of
exploitation and trafficking. We considered only offences committed by foreigners to better capture
trafficking operations. As shown in the presentation of judicial data, these two measures (exploitation of
prostitution and trafficking) are strongly correlated, and are committed mostly by foreigners.
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This data is partially biased by the fact that according to the applicable laws the victim needs to have been denied income,
assets and freedom of movement for a case to qualify as trafficking-related. In fact, as some respondents confirmed,
exploitation is becoming more subtle. There have been cases in which trafficked prostitutes were receiving a sort of salary,
although the pay was ridiculously low, in order to avoid anti-trafficking legislation.
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Tables 2 and 3 show the number of perpetrators and victims of trafficking per area and country of origin.
Difficulties in the collection of data concerning victims might explain the gap between the number of
perpetrators and the one of victims. However, this kind of information is quite uncommon and unique for
the Italian case, since neither police nor census authorities usually collect victimisation data. Concerning
nationality, the majority of both perpetrators and victims come from the European Union (Romania,
Bulgaria and Hungary) and Central and Eastern Europe (Albania, Serbia, Moldova and Ukraine), followed
by South Central America (Brazil, Colombia and Dominican Republic) and Eastern Asia (China and
Taiwan). Five countries (Romania, China, Albania, Nigeria and Brazil) make up 50% of trafficking business
in Italy.
Table 2. Perpetrators and victims of sexual exploitation in Italy per regions of origin (2007-2013)
Trafficking for sexual exploitation
Arrested persons
Victims
European Union
4,857
36.1%
2,046
48.1%
Central and Eastern Europe
2,461
18.3%
258
6.1%
other European countries
21
0.2%
1
0%
Northern Africa
371
2.8%
73
1.7%
Western Africa
1,141
8.5%
294
6.9%
Eastern Africa
28
0.2%
16
0.4%
South Central Africa
12
0.1%
4
0.1%
Western Asia
57
0.4%
83
2.0%
South Central Asia
191
1.4%
99
2.3%
Eastern Asia
2,353
17.5%
628
14.8%
Northern America
5
0%
2
0%
South Central America
1,974
14.7%
751
17.6%
Oceania
0
0%
0
0%
Stateless
0
0%
0
0%
Total
13,471
100%
4,255
100%
Source: Crimes reported by the police to judicial authorities, ISTAT
Regions

A comparison of the information on perpetrators with those on victims from the same country of origin
reveals that important gaps exist between the two. These gaps might reveal a different organisation of the
trafficking business across foreign groups. For instance, some foreign groups (from Albania, Bulgaria,
China) are usually able to create more structured operations for the trafficking of victims from other
countries. By plotting this information, there appear some outliers in the distribution of countries for the
number of victims and perpetrators. Countries, like Romania and Albania, clearly stand out with numbers of
perpetrators significantly higher than the number of victims. Conversely, there are groups of countries
showing higher share of victims, whereas their trafficking is usually organised by other foreign groups. In
order to evaluate whether trafficking is correlated with the presence of organised crime groups, we
correlate data on traffickers with mafia-type and ordinary criminal association crimes, and with other crimes
strongly associated with organised crime, such as extortion and racketeering (see Table 4). Figure 6 shows
that trafficking for sexual exploitation is weakly and positively correlated with criminal association crimes
committed by foreigners, thus higher exploitation crimes are associated with higher organised crime
activities. This relationship becomes stronger by using another organised crime-related measure of criminal
business, such as extortion. Figure 7 shows that trafficking and extortion are strongly and positively
correlated. In other words, the presence of racketeering is associated with a larger sexual exploitation
business. This is also consistent with evidence showing that in some cases traffickers are organised in
small groups licensed (and extorted) by indigenous criminal organisations. In any case, given the
methodological quality of crime statistics for these phenomena, the presence of more organised groups of
traffickers is an important variable to consider as we try to evaluate the link with corruption. According to
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the literature, organised trafficking is usually obtained through systemic corruption (Vandenberg 2002;
Zhang and Pineda 2008; Holmes 2009; UNODC 2011). This is a hypothesis we are going to test below
using Italian data.
Table 3. Perpetrators and victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation in Italy per country of origin
(2008-2013)
Trafficking for Sexual Exploitation
Country
Arrested persons
Victims
Romania
4,142
30.7%
1,742
40.9%
China
2,187
16.2%
574
13.5%
Albania
2,088
15.5%
115
2.7%
Nigeria
1,064
7.9%
271
6.4%
Brazil
745
5.5%
314
7.4%
Colombia
471
3.5%
197
4.6%
Dominican Republic
368
2.7%
121
2.8%
Bulgaria
229
1.7%
137
3.2%
Hungary
207
1.5%
98
2.3%
Morocco
163
1.2%
54
1.3%
Taiwan
115
0.9%
49
1.2%
Serbia
100
0.7%
17
0.4%
Ecuador
87
0.6%
39
0.9%
Peru
74
0.5%
17
0.4%
Moldova
70
0.5%
33
0.8%
Ukraine
52
0.4%
42
1.0%
Afghanistan
44
0.3%
83
2.0%
Spain
44
0.3%
21
0.5%
Russian Federation
43
0.3%
26
0.6%
Venezuela
31
0.2%
13
0.3%
Poland
31
0.2%
16
0.4%
Iraq
19
0.1%
55
1.3%
Syrian Arab Republic
19
0.15
13
0.3%
Other countries
1,078
8.0%
208
4.9%
Total
13,471
100%
4,255
100%
Source: Crimes reported by police forces to judicial authorities, ISTAT

Table 4. Correlation matrix of crimes committed by foreigners in Italian regions (2007-2013)
Trafficking for
sexual exploitation
Trafficking for sexual
exploitation

Criminal
association crimes

Mafia-type
association crimes

Extortion

1.0000

Criminal association crimes

0.2103**
(0.0126)

1.0000

Mafia-related association
crimes

-0.1573*
(0.0635)

0.0841
(0.3232)

1.0000

0.5626***
0.1399*
-0.0132
1.0000
(0.0000)
(0.0992)
(0.8768)
Note: The table shows correlation between yearly recorded crime rates per region (2007-2013). P values are
presented in parentheses. *, ** and *** equal to 0 at 10%, 5% and 1% significance levels, respectively.
Source: ISTAT
Extortion
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Figure 6. Exploitation of prostitution and Figure 7. Exploitation of prostitution and
criminal association crimes committed by extortion crimes committed by foreigners in
foreigners in Italian regions (2007-2013)
Italian regions (2007-2013)

Figure 8. Exploitation of prostitution and mafia- Figure 9. Exploitation of prostitution and mafiatype criminal association crimes committed by type criminal association crimes committed by
foreigners in Italian regions (2007-2013)
foreigners in Central and Northern Italian
regions (2007-2013)

Source: Crimes reported by the police to judicial authorities, ISTAT

In the second section, we approach the analysis of the link between corruption and human trafficking in
order to test whether any significant correlation exists between the general levels of corruption (measured
using statistics on corruption crimes)8 and the extent of trafficking in persons (measured both as number of
offenders and victims). Data are available also at the regional level from 2007 to 2013. By taking into
account the potential caveats regarding the use of crime statistics to analyse hidden phenomena, we try to
question the widely accepted hypothesis that organised trafficking requires systemic corruption. The
analysis concludes that although organised crime-related activities have shown a significant relationship
with trafficking for sexual exploitation, corruption does not come close to statistical significance. Figure 5
shows that trafficking and corruption are not significantly correlated, and even the sign of the relationship
tends to be negative. Findings hold true also when we use data on victims of trafficking (see Figure 6). The

Corruption is measured as the number of convicted persons for corruption crimes (Judicial Statistics – ISTAT). Therefore, data
include cases of public officials convicted for embezzlement, malfeasance and crimes against public administration. A
breakdown for public officials’ categories (i.e. police, judiciary, elected official, etc.) is not available.
8
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hypothesis that trafficking in persons is strongly linked with corruption finds no empirical evidence, at least
in the data we were able to use for this study.
Based on this empirical finding we can conclude, acknowledging the limitations of crime statistics, that
corruption does not play such a pivotal role in explaining human trafficking in a destination country, such as
Italy, being less visible as opposed to countries of origin or transit. According to one respondent, “it is quite
unlikely to observe full participation and complicity of public officials at all stages of trafficking in Italy.”
Firstly, Italy remains a destination country, thus especially the early stages of the trafficking, such as the
recruitment, usually take place in a foreign country (Balkans, in the case of trafficking from Central and
Eastern Europe). Secondly, despite that large-scale organisations of traffickers may exist in their countries
of origin, they are less likely to operate in Italy using the same criminal model. Rather, they would prefer
small and more network-based groups that remain less visible and vulnerable to Italian law enforcement
agencies, and thus they do not require corruption to be employed, at least in Italy. Thirdly, rather than
participating in and organising trafficking, public officials would ignore and tolerate these activities.
Therefore, the payment of bribes is not so systematic and widespread especially in the case of street
prostitution. By no coincidence, as the HTC events database will show, corruption often emerges as a
response to more effective and strict law enforcement operations in order to avoid arrests and prosecution
(IT-WP9-01).
Figure
10.
Exploitation
of
prostitution Figure 11. Exploitation of prostitution (victims)
(perpetrators) and corruption crimes rate and corruption crimes rate committed by
committed by foreigners in Italian regions foreigners in Italian regions (2007-2013)
(2007-2013)

Source: Offences reported by the police to judicial
authorities, ISTAT

Source: Offences reported by the police to judicial
authorities, ISTAT

Although there are important caveats and limitations to the use of crime statistics in assessing illegal and
hidden phenomena, such as human trafficking, the findings of this quantitative assessment of the link seem
to undermine the hypothesis that systemic corruption is a sufficient condition for organised trafficking to
flourish. Moreover, these results do not exclude the possibilities that both phenomena are interrelated and
that reciprocal mechanisms occur between the two. In fact, a more in-depth analysis of real cases can
provide more insights about the modalities and mechanism of interaction, showing also how other local
conditions can affect this correlation.
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2. Human trafficking and corruption in Italy: evidence from the eventsbased HTC database and fieldwork
Although the quantitative analysis undermines the hypothesis of a systematic link between corruption and
human trafficking in Italy, the analysis of case-based evidence can help in understanding how this
relationship can be more hidden and indirect in a destination country such as Italy. In many cases, we can
observe a strong relationship between the two. In this section, we provide a more in-depth overview of the
link, including information about the actors involved, modalities and resources of exchange, mechanism of
interaction. This analysis draws on the data collected in the HTC dataset, corroborated by the evidence
collected through interviews.
Concerning the HTC dataset, it is worth emphasising again that it provides information only on the cases
on which ANSA has gathered information since 2000. Although some case selection bias should be taken
into consideration, we can argue that this data collection strategy covers at least the most relevant cases.
In addition, we have mainly gathered information on events related to human trafficking for sexual
exploitation. Consequently, few events have been collected on trafficking for forced labour exploitation,
because of increased difficulty in identifying the right keywords in order to capture news events. Data allow
us to provide a comprehensive picture of the link between corruption and human trafficking in Italy, but not
to make final generalisation about the interacting mechanisms between the two. The data are described
and analysed along two dimensions: actors (type of actor, nationality of victims, human trafficking
organisation) and nexus (motives, exchanges resources). Table 4 summarises the most important findings.
The HTC dataset provides information about 54 events from 2000 to 2015, in which some corrupt
exchanges took place between public officials and traffickers. In some of the collected cases, exchanges
did not occur due to public officials’ refusal. Almost 20% of the events are cases of attempted corruption in
which bribes were offered to public officials but were not accepted. Although this evidence shows that
corruption is not systematic and remains a risky option for traffickers, it might also reveal that this strategy
is likely to be successful in many circumstances if traffickers/exploiters take the risk to commit another
crime by offering a bribe. Attempted corruption cases are significantly correlated with less organised type of
human trafficking, such as small-scale and street prostitution, aimed at avoiding the arrest of the
victim/offender of trafficking. This evidence is consistent with the fact that more organised forms of human
trafficking likely look for and buy protection from police or public officials in a more structured way, by
creating a network of trusted partners.
The police are responsible for enforcing anti-trafficking legislation and more than 70% of cases show the
involvement of police forces in corrupt transaction with traffickers/exploiters. Data collection also provides
information about the type of police forces, by distinguishing local from other national police agencies. In
fact, we would have expected a broader involvement of local police officers due to reasons such as lower
level of professionalization, lower costs in being captured by local traffickers, higher exposure to corruption
because of their tasks in enforcement of local regulations concerning nightclubs’ licenses and traffic laws
(which might relate to street prostitution). Although it is true that local police usually deal with petty crimes,
in larger cities they cooperate with the national police force to prevent and repress major crimes.
In contrast with this hypothesis, according to the collected evidence only in 9% of cases municipal police
officers play a role in corruption transactions, while national police forces (Carabinieri and Polizia di Stato)
show up in 57% of cases. This is mainly due to the source we used, which most likely provided information
about most visible cases. In fact, according to some interviews, the role played by national police might be
overestimated. Since only serious corruption crimes usually emerge, their severity is also strictly linked to
the involvement of police forces at higher level such as national law enforcement agencies, which have
important tasks that might affect the business of trafficking. This is the case of police officers working in
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immigration offices, and issuing residence and immigration permits (20% of cases). In the cases collected
in the database, the presence of this type of police actors is significantly correlated with more structured
forms of trafficking and their participation is more stable and internalised in the trafficking network.
Concerning other categories of actors, judges can also be a relevant node in the trafficking business (9% of
cases). However, in the majority of the collected cases, they were prosecuted for having profited of sexual
services, rather than for having manipulated judicial investigations or obstructing justice. In one case, a
prosecutor of Rome was arrested for extorting sexual services from prostitutes and victims of trafficking in
exchange of custody or temporary licences. A respondent said: “Judicial corruption is really a marginal
phenomenon at least in the case of human trafficking. This holds true in Italy, but in countries of origin or
transit, we often observe the involvement of corrupt judicial officials. In the case of a criminal group
operating from Albania, we found the complicity of an Albanian judge in obstructing justice, sheltering the
operations of the trafficking rings. However, it was not possible to prosecute him, due to the weaknesses in
the mutual legal assistance mechanisms and the lack of cooperation of national authorities” (IT-WP9-01).
Other public officials can contribute to the development and persistence of trafficking operations. In 20% of
collected cases, officers working at the Labour Inspection Authority (LIA) participated in trafficking networks
by issuing and manipulating work permits for non-EU residents. Again, their participation correlates with
more organised types of sexual exploitation businesses, especially those using nightclubs as front activity
for exploitation operations. “Like border-control officers, LIA officers have a lot of discretion and a lot of
one-to-one communication, not necessarily supervised” (IT-WP9-11). Concerning politicians, they rarely
emerge in our data collection, but their contribution becomes crucial as we consider human trafficking as
an enabler of political corruption. In most of the corruption scandals that erupted in the last five years in
Italy, sexual exploitation services remain an important “resource” that is offered in exchange of political
protection and contracts.
According to some of our respondents and to some recent corruption cases, the role of private actors is
increasing also in the link between corruption and trafficking, especially due to the recent outsourcing of
health and social services for immigrants to NGOs, non-profit or for-profit cooperatives managing
immigration centres. In fact, some recent investigations in the largest immigration centre in Southern Italy
have revealed the existence of sexual exploitation both inside and outside the camp, involving primarily
Nigerian women exploited by a group of Tunisian traffickers. Although clear evidence of the collusion of
employees of the cooperative managing the camp has not be found, “it is unlikely that local operators are
not aware of what is going on in the camp. […] People from nearby cities are ready to protest against the
‘immoral presence’ – as they say – of prostitutes on the Caltagirone-Catania road, without considering that
these women are not free to decide or that some fellow citizens have been discovered renting their flats for
indoor prostitution” (IT-WP9-04 , IT-WP9-05). Investigations started after reports on the spontaneous
abortion rate in the camp were released, showing that in 2014 the rate was 16.6 per one thousand
migrants/refugees in the camp, whereas in 2013 the overall regional rate in Sicily was 5.76 abortions per
one thousand inhabitants (IT-WP9-03). Another respondent also confirmed that “in the sexual exploitation
phase a crucial role is more frequently played by private agencies providing website hosting services
through which clients can meet online and negotiate arrangements with prostitutes. Taxi drivers, restaurant
and hotel owners and receptionists often are “gatekeepers” favouring the clients who want to meet foreign
prostitutes (victims of sexual exploitation), occasionally underage. Also in the recruitment phase, “[…]
(fictitious or real) travel agencies sometimes play an intermediation role in bribery. Another instance of
corruption emerged via the mediating role of lawyers and other professionals who were paid bribes in order
to get pimps in touch with elderly people to manage fake marriages necessary for exploited women to get
residency permits. In a case of sexual exploitation involving foreign prostitutes victims paid bribes from
€3,000 to €10,000 to entrepreneurs operating in the hotel, restoration and agricultural sectors to obtain
fictitious employment contracts to get to Italy with a residency permit” (IT-WP9-06).
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Concerning the drivers of corruption, two criminal goals are more relevant than others, i.e. obstructing
investigation (43%) or avoiding arrest (44%). Conversely, police or judicial protection of the recruitment
process is not so relevant in a destination country like Italy. In fact, we have found only few cases in which
police forces helped the recruitment of new victims. In one case, traffickers used some police officers on
the payroll to intimidate victims of sexual exploitation and to “recruit” other illegal migrants who had been
arrested for other petty crimes. However, in the cases in Italy where evidence of recruitment activities has
progressively emerged, such as in one immigration centre in Southern Italy, corruption is supposed to play
a pivotal role in facilitating the transformation of a human smuggling emergency – such as the recent
immigration flows from Northern Africa – into a human trafficking one. As stated in one of our interviews,
“the recent refugee crisis has created new opportunities for traffickers to organise recruitment also in Italy.
This is due the fact that the distinction between smuggling and trafficking of human beings has become
more blurred than in the past. […] In other words, women smuggled to Italy as asylum-seekers can then
become victims of trafficking for sexual exploitation while they are hosted in refugee camps during the
asylum process. Activities are carried out both within and outside the camp, but for those occurring outside
camps it is more likely to find the passivity of camps’ employees and, in areas controlled by organised
crime, the protection by local Mafiosi” (IT-WP9-01). This is the case of a migration camp in Sicily, where
some evidence seems to show that smuggled migrants have been forced into prostitution to pay smugglers
back, to reach a new destination in Europe or on the promise to see their asylum request positively
examined by Italian authorities. Prostitution is still carried out both inside and outside the camp, without any
monitoring by the company managing the camp, at least until human rights activists denounced it.9
However, corruption is not necessarily the leading factor. According to one of the activists interviewed, “[…]
passivity more than corruption explains the success of human trafficking business in the country.
Traffickers and exploiters do not look for public officials either. Sporadically they might need someone who
can actively obstruct investigations, prosecutions and judicial proceedings. However, when they need it it
means that it is already too late because their activities have been discovered and it would be quite costly
and risky to alter the course of justice. The causes of passivity are quite diverse, but the lack of awareness
about the dramatic impacts of trafficking upon victims, more than the lack of capacities and skills, leads to
it” (IT-WP9-10).
Concerning border control, only a single case emerged in the dataset. This is consistent with some of the
information we collected in our interviews, but also with the fact that a large majority of victims of trafficking
come from EU member states (Romania, Bulgaria and Baltic states) or can freely enter the country without
any visa permits (for instance, Albania and Brazil). In addition, according to one respondent: “In a country
like Italy, where tacit tolerance of illegal migration is widespread, the process of transfer and transport,
such as crossing of borders without any checks or with the cooperation of airline staff and immigration
police does not require necessarily the complicity of corrupt officials. The largest majority of the people who
have come to Italy in the last years are either qualified as refugees/asylum-seekers or as tourist visa
holders. In fact, they become illegal migrants only when their asylum requests are not accepted or their
visas expire. You know about the US, where there are the so called ‘sanctuary cities’ where municipal
authorities de facto do not enforce federal immigration laws, Italy can be considered a kind of ‘sanctuary
country’” (IT-WP9-11). This might explain why corruption has never been such a prominent driver for
human smuggling and trafficking in the country as compared to other destination countries.
In other circumstances, the payment of bribes was required in the case of the work permit system when
victims needed to receive work permits they were not allowed to, or in the case of the local commercial
licencing system when traffickers paid to getting nightclub licences. But again, this is the case of more
Condorelli, Antonio. 2015. “La Tratta Delle Prostitute Al c.a.r.a. Di Mineo.” L’aria Che Tira. La7; Zaniti, Alessandra. 2013. “La
Vergogna Al Cara Di Mineo: ‘Costrette a Prostituirsi per Cinque Euro.’” La Repubblica, December 24; Barresi, Angelo. 2015.
“Fuga Dall’inferno per Diventare Schiave Del Sesso Sui Marciapiede Della Sicilia.” La Sicilia, September 28.
9
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institutionalised forms of trafficking. No evidence in the events database has emerged about corruption
aimed at laundering of the proceeds of trafficking activities. According to one of the respondents, “[…]
usually Italian traffickers would also corrupt officials to hide money-laundering activities. Conversely,
foreign groups of traffickers would not launder their proceeds in Italy but in their country of origin or transit.
They typically utilise the trafficking routes used for human beings to transfer their criminal proceeds.
[Moreover], it is not even easy to detect victims’ proceeds, when they have some (!!), since these are
usually transferred as remittances via money transfer services that are typically more difficult to trace” (ITWP9-11).
The drivers which emerge in the sample of the analysed cases regard corruption mainly as an enabler of
human trafficking, since the former is a principal component in the creation, preservation and
development of the latter. This is the most common approach in looking at the link. However, as some
cases of the HTC dataset and interviews show, this is only part of the problem. In a second scenario,
trafficking (especially for sexual exploitation) is the enabler of political corruption. In this case, trafficking
is not the result of corrupt exchanges, but it is conducive to other types of illegal transactions, such as
political corruption exchanges. Several cases of political corruption show that sexual services can be used
as a resource to be exchanged in corrupt transactions in a more systematic way. Recent developments in
the organisation of corruption networks reveal the existence of brokers/entrepreneurs, whose role is
precisely the recruitment and exploitation of prostitutes having public or elected officials as clients. As
stated by one of our respondents, “political corruption networks have become more institutionalised than in
the past, and, more importantly, their internal mechanisms of regulations do not require necessarily cash
payments as a form of bribes, but other rewards are used to strengthen the relationships in the network,
such as offering sexual services” (IT-WP9-11).
Money is usually the resource used to reward police and public officials (65% of cases), although sexual
services are also often used in this type of corrupt transactions (59% cases). Other types of benefits, such
as protection from other criminals, electoral support, or information are also resources offered by traffickers
in exchange of police protection. Sexual services are usually offered in cases of occasional corrupt
transactions (37% are petty corruption cases), but cash remains the less risky way to reward corrupt
officials who occasionally protect traffickers/exploiters. In other cases, where more organised groups
operate, public officials receive a regular “salary” from the criminal organisation. However, also in this
scenario, sexual services are used to reward them, not only because similar favours might be demanded,
but this practice also discourages victims of trafficking to approach and cooperate with state authorities.
Therefore, like in other cases, where corruption is not as obvious as the payment of money for services
rendered, in human trafficking cases corruption can also become more subtle, being based on longstanding relationships of mutual benefit. This is especially true when sexual exploitation is an enabler of
political corruption. In this case, it becomes one among many other favours exchanged among people in
useful positions.
Enough information was available to distinguish between outdoor or indoor prostitution. Data show a
correlation between the type of prostitution business and the modalities/resources of the corruption
exchange. Indoor prostitution – which typically includes in our data cases of nightclubs/massage centres
used as front-activities to hide a sexual exploitation business – is usually associated with more established
forms of corruption, which involve not only police officers but also immigration or labour inspection officers.
Therefore, instead of occasional petty corruption exchanges, we could find public officials “on the payroll.”
According to evidence collected through the interviews, there is no correlation between the presence of
organised crime groups and a type of prostitution (Cabras 2015).
As far as the organisation of the business is concerned, the data unfortunately did not include detailed
information about the type of criminal group or individuals involved in the business. Only in few cases,
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references to the presence of organised crime group were made. However, according to the evidence
collected through the interviews and judicial proceedings, the organisation of the criminal network creating
and promoting the prostitution ring seems to predict also the type of corrupt transactions. When a single
crime network acquires, transports, and exploits trafficking victims, the same network more likely creates
strong ties with police officers, who usually are on the payroll of the group, and not simply involved in petty
corruption transactions. In our sample of cases, those involving the participation of Albanian mafias see a
closer participation of police officers. As abundant evidence and reports show, Albanian groups usually
acquire women throughout Eastern Europe, transport them to Western Europe, and force them into sex
slavery in clubs or brothels operated by the same crime group. This “industrial” organisation of trafficking
rings might deserve a sustainable partnership with corrupt local law enforcement authorities at least for two
reasons. First, these organisations might become more detectable by the authorities than other
“disorganised” forms of trafficking. In addition to it, although these groups are transnational, their realm of
operation is really local and less likely they re-sell their victims on the market as compared to other groups.
By doing it, they face lower risks of detection from national police forces, and they are more likely to
become visible to local authorities (IT-WP9-01; IT-WP9-06; IT-WP9-007).

III. CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING - IMPACT ON THE VICTIMS
According to the evidence collected, corruption can exacerbate the already dramatic impacts of trafficking.
As far as Italy is concerned, three important impacts have been evaluated. First, corruption of police
officers strengthens victims’ distrust of public authorities, thus worsening their condition of slavery and
exploitation. Traffickers are aware of it and strategically use corruption to foster their control and
exploitation of their victims. In some of the cases analysed for this research, traffickers have also used
corrupt police officials to test the loyalties of their victims. For instance, in agreement with traffickers,
corrupt officials had the opportunity to “secretly” meet victims of trafficking promising freedom in exchange
of information. Most of the victims pass this type of test without providing information to the police agents,
but in some cases, some victims received severe punishments when they did. In any case, this peculiar
strategy to test victims’ loyalty created overwhelming distrust in the victims of police authorities (IT-WP9-9,
IT-WP9-10). “Before being helped by the police, I thought that corruption was in all law enforcement
agencies in Italy, and that Italian authorities were not so dissimilar from the ones I experienced in Nigeria.
To be honest, also, the way Italian police used to treat me, did not help me realise that I was a victim to be
protected rather than a criminal to be arrested” (IT-WP9-08). This statement supports the idea that further
victimisation can occur when police forces or other public officials treat victims with in a degrading way, by
regarding them as perpetrators in the sex industry (Holmes 2009). In at least two cases, victims of
trafficking where exploited by corrupt the police officers who arrested them, whereas the real traffickers
were left free (also in IT-WP9-10). However, these were quite unique cases in comparison with the large
majority of collected evidence, in which passivity of the police, rather than collusion, makes trafficking
flourish.
Third, the impact of corruption is also economic. As stated by many respondents, corruption increases the
costs of trafficking especially for the victims (IT-WP9-01, IT-WP9-06, IT-WP9-10). There are higher costs if
there are stringent visa or work regulations to be bypassed in the destination country. A respondent said in
relation to a woman coming from Eastern Asia that “traffickers make it possible for the woman to reach
Italy, organising a trip illegally, and, more importantly, to obtain a work permit that she was not allowed to
get.” This illegal intermediation had a cost, in fact, “the cost of the bribe was immediately added to the
victim’s debt towards the trafficker” (IT-WP9-11), lengthening the period of slavery and exploitation.
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Table 5. Events analysis of cases showing a link between trafficking for sexual exploitation and
corruption in Italy (2000-2015).
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IV. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
(1)
To adopt a more comprehensive and effective national strategy against trafficking in human
beings in the country, based on the monitoring of new emerging trends in the recruitment of victims and on
a comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of the characteristics of the trafficking market (both for sexual
exploitation and forced labour). The plan should clearly define the objectives, initiatives and stakeholders
responsible for the implementation of the anti-trafficking strategy. A national plan against trafficking should
also cover corruption issues, including designing codes of conduct, guidelines, and conflict of interest
regulations for the most vulnerable categories of public officials and putting in place instruments to
monitoring sectors at risk.
(2)
To enforce effectively anti-trafficking legislation through pro-active investigations and
prosecutions based on those legal instruments already used in the fight against mafia-like organisations,
such as prompt and effective protection of victims and witnesses of trafficking.
(3)
To strengthen the fight against trafficking for labour exploitation, since it is strongly
interrelated with the sex industry. The creation of ghettos of illegal and forced workers is more likely to
create new opportunities for traffickers to develop the sexual exploitation industry.
(4)
To foster the implementation of anti-trafficking policies by increasing possibilities for victims
to return and to obtain compensation, in order to avoid any re-victimisation and re-trafficking.
(5)
To reform the system of governance of asylum-seekers camps’ management, where
evidence shows also the emergence of trafficking inside and outside the camps. An alternative reception
model should be implemented. Rather than invest in the creation of large immigration centres, the system
needs to be decentralised, built around small and medium-sized centres, equally distributed across all
provinces, and adequately monitored. This model would make it possible to support all migrants in building
a network of social relations with the region and its services, facilitating the development of their autonomy
and improving their access to health care, psychological, social and legal services existing in the area. It
will also facilitate the prompt identification and the provision of adequate assistance to the most vulnerable
individuals.
(6)
Given that passivity is a pivotal driver of victimisation from trafficking, a more effective
campaign on human trafficking needs to be conducted in Italy through awareness-raising initiatives at
regional and local level. Such initiatives should target, on one side, public officials responsible for the
implementation of anti-trafficking and immigration policies, and, on the other side, the demand as a root
cause of human trafficking;
(7)
The effective abolishment of the crime of illegal immigration for individuals residing in Italy
without authorisation, an offence introduced by the Berlusconi government in 2009 as part of the Maroni
security package. Immigrants entering or residing in Italy without authorisation should no longer be
committing a criminal offence, but the offence should return to its previous administrative status and be
punishable by an expulsion order but not arrest. This policy can incentivize victims of trafficking to
cooperate with justice, especially when they have no residence permits, or at least contribute to fostering
trust on anti-trafficking authorities.
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V. ANNEXES
Annex 1. Codes and details of interviewees

Code

Position

Place of work

Age

Gender

IT-WP9-01

Prosecutor

Tribunal of
Caltagirone

n/a

M/F

IT-WP9-02

Activist/Psych Anti-trafficking
ologist
Association Catania

60
(?)

F

IT-WP9-03

Doctor

Caltagirone
Hospital

n/a

M

IT-WP9-04

Activist

MEDU (Medici
per i DIritti
Umani)

36

F

IT-WP9-05

Activist

Rete Antirazzista
(Antiracism
Network)

n/a

F

IT-WP9-06

Academic
expert

University of
Trento

n/a

M

IT-WP9-07

Police
investigator

Commissariato
di Caltagirone

n/a

M

IT-WP9-08

Victim

Castel Volturno

41

F

IT-WP9-09

Antitrafficking
Activist

Castel Volturno

n/a

M

IT-WP9-10

Journalist

Castel Volturno

n/a

M

IT-WP9-11

Prosecutor

Prato

n/a

M
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This report summarises the findings from the study carried out as part of ANTICORP Package 9
activities in Kosovo and outlines the main trends in human trafficking and the potential links
between trafficking activities and corruption.
A total of 28 cases of trafficking of persons were recorded in 2014 according to the annual report
of the Kosovo Police. This is a decrease of over 26% of human trafficking-related cases as
compared to 2013, when 38 such cases were reported by the police (Kosovo Police, 2014). The
same document also indicates a reduction of identified and assisted victims of trafficking. While
a total of 45 victims of human trafficking were recorded in 2014, as compared to 55 in the
previous year, the number of assisted victims has also marked a decline from 48 to 42 persons
(Ibid.). According to the Kosovo Police, the vast majority of victims are citizens of Kosovo, while
the most foreign nationals trafficked in Kosovo originate from Albania. The declining trends in
human trafficking have been recorded in the past several years.
The National Strategy for Combating Trafficking of Persons and its Action Plan expired in 2014.
In May 2015, the new strategy against trafficking in human beings (2014-2019) was adopted.
The strategy remains the primary document defining the approach towards combating trafficking
of persons. The strategy and action plan adopt a multi-dimensional approach comprised of
prevention, protection of victims and witnesses, investigation, detention and punishment of
trafficking crimes, and protection of children. The document is based on several internationally
recognised standards:






government ownership of the strategy;
participation;
human rights based approach;
interdisciplinary and inter-sectoral approach, and
sustainability.

Corruption is also quite problematic in Kosovo. With local and international organisations raising
flags of corrupt practices taking place at high levels of government, the European Union has
made the prosecution of corruption at high government levels part of the criteria for including
Kosovo in the White Schengen List. The European Commission’s 2015 report on progress by
Kosovo in fulfilling the requirements of the visa liberalisation roadmap sets out four key priorities
for Kosovo to focus on in the remaining period of the visa liberalisation dialogue: transferring a
sufficient number of judges to courts’ serious crime departments; building up a track record of
investigations, court rulings and confiscations in serious organised crime and corruption cases;
ensuring the operational independence of the Public Procurement Review Body and Public
Procurement Regulatory Commission; and demonstrating that the legislation on name changes
has been implemented (European Union Office in Kosovo, 2015b). With regards to human
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trafficking in particular, the European Commission in its 2015 Progress Report for Kosovo notes:
“The rate of convictions in cases against human trafficking remains low, despite Kosovo being a
source and transit country for trafficked women and children. Kosovo has worked closely with
Europol on the dismantling of migrant smuggling networks” (European Commission, 2015a).
In addition to high level corruption related primarily to public procurement, nepotism and political
patronage have also frequently been reported. CSOs have continuously reported on these
phenomena and often evidenced links and political affiliation and patronage. A recently
published open data platform maps corruption across private companies, individuals, political
parties and institutions (Çohu, n.d.). In December 2015, the Kosovo Assembly appointed two
dozen members of public boards or boards of public companies, the majority of whom were
politically affiliated. In some cases, the newly elected members were even former mayors or
party officials.
Public trust in the judiciary is also very low. Media and CSO report on delays in the proceedings,
few convictions of high level officials, acquittals in several cases of corruption, or minimal
punishment of those found guilty, “lax” or non-serving of sentences are some of the primary
reasons for lack of public trust in the judiciary in Kosovo (Leposhtica, 2016). Corruption within
the judiciary is particularly problematic. In 2015, the President of the Court of Appeals and the
Chief Public Prosecutor of Gjakova, and a Public Prosecutor in Mitrovica faced corruption
related charges. The EU Rule of Law Mission EULEX has also faced corruption scandals. In
2015, Maria Bamieh, former EULEX Prosecutor, blew the whistle on major corruption affairs
involving senior officials in Kosovo and some of her superiors and colleagues at EULEX (Syal,
2015). Aside from overall negative impact in terms of low trust in the justice system, creation of
impunity culture and general poor rule of law appear not to have any direct links to human
trafficking. The US State Department Human Trafficking Report 2015 notes that government
corruption creates an environment enabling some trafficking crimes. Several police officers,
labour ministry officials, and other government officials have been charged or convicted of
trafficking crimes (US Department of State, 2015).

II.

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this research was to identify patterns and phenomena related to trafficking and
identify their potential links to corruption, particularly to high level corruption and other organised
crime activities. The research had two main specific goals:


to examine the links between corruption and trafficking of women;



to examine the consequences and impact of this corruption on the victims of trafficking.

For the purpose of this study, the IKS team applied secondary literature review/desk research as
well as face to face interviews with key informants. The research team conducted desk research
(expert studies and books, media reports, legal proceedings) on connections between trafficking
in women and corruption and a fieldwork and carried out fifteen in-depth semi-structured
interviews with experts, NGO practitioners, law enforcement officers and public officials.
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During the secondary sources review (desk research) existing knowledge about prostitution and
trafficking in Kosovo was analysed, with special focus on the links between corruption and
trafficking of women. This research stage outlined the general picture regarding the trafficking
and prostitution situation in the country, and looked more closely into the corrupt involvement of
public administration, law enforcement, judicial officials and politicians in the trafficking of
women.
The fieldwork (interviews and life stories) aimed at obtaining specific and relevant information on
connection between corruption and trafficking of women and on the consequences these
connections have for the victims of trafficking in all stages of the trafficking process. A total of 10
face-to-face interviews were carried out with stakeholders by using the interview guidelines,
designed specifically to achieve the objectives of the study. The interviews were then transcribed
and analysed using the content analysis, which was the approach towards all sources of
information. All data was scrutinised for relevance, reliability and application to the study and
then contextualised with other information received from other sources. The scarcity of data,
particularly with regards to human trafficking has been a major challenge to overcome. To this
end, the research team was also persistent in obtaining official police data and other non-public
information that was made available by the respondents.

III.

CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING ASSESSMENT

1. Trafficking Assessment
Trafficking of persons in the Kosovo Criminal Code is defined as “the recruitment, transportation,
transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons by means of threat or use of force or other forms of
coercion, abduction, fraud, mistakes, abuse of power or abuse of a position sensitive or of the
giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control
over another person, for the purpose of exploitation” (Art. 171(6.1.). The "use" includes, but not
is limited to, “the exploitation of the prostitution of others, pornography or other forms of sexual
exploitation, begging, forced labour or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude
or removal of organs or cells” (Art. 171(6.2.).
Official data as well as feedback provided by interviewees testify to a decreasing trend of
trafficking in Kosovo. While in the post 1999 war years the trend was alarming and the origin of
trafficked persons for purposes of prostitution were primarily of former Soviet Union countries, in
the last years it is predominantly a local phenomenon, with most victims being Kosovo nationals.
A total of 28 cases of trafficking of persons were initiated by the Kosovo Police in 2014. In the
preceding year, this figure was 26% higher, totalling 38 such cases initiated by the police
(Kosovo Police, 2014). An improved performance has been recorded by the judiciary in 2014,
whereby courts convicted 41 traffickers, an increase from 25 in 2013. However, the sentences
were relatively weak and the majority of prison sentences were of less than two years or
consisted only of modest fines. The backlog of trafficking cases grew during the reporting period;
the courts inherited 83 trafficking cases from previous years and 93 prosecutions remained open
at the end of 2014 (US Department of State, 2015).
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The official reports issued by international organisations including the annual EC Progress
Reports, indicate Kosovo to be a transit country for trafficking. While respondents interviewed
state that this may be the case, they also stipulate that if such allegations are true, it also
explains why it is so difficult to identify it in Kosovo, as it is virtually invisible. Kosovo used to be
a place of origin, destination and transit for trafficking in human beings, it now remains primarily
a place of origin and transit, for victims trafficked for sexual exploitation purposes and with an
increasing number of under-age victims (National Authority against Trafficking in Human Beings,
2015). There have not been any kidnapping incidents involving internationals since
independence. Trafficking of persons remains a problem despite government steps to address
the issue (Overseas Security Advisory Council, 2015). While most of the trafficking cases are
related to sexual exploitation, an increasing attention of institutions has been on the identification
of other forms of trafficking, particularly those related to working/begging street children (US
Department of State, 2015).
Cases of trafficking of children who are used as working/begging street children have also been
reported. To this end, the 2014 US Department of State Human Trafficking Report states that
“children from Kosovo and neighbouring countries, including Albania, were subjected to forced
begging within the country” (US Department of State, 2014). Media have also reported cases of
forced begging of children by organised criminal networks and the Kosovo Police have also
been active in returning these children to their home countries. The 2015 Human Trafficking
report continues to consider Kosovo as source and destination country for women, children, and
men subjected to sex trafficking and forced labour, including in the restaurant industry (US
Department of State, 2015). The report states that “women and girls are subjected to sex
trafficking in private homes and apartments, night clubs, and massage parlours. Traffickers
promise employment as dancers and singers in restaurants, and instead force victims into sex
trafficking” (Ibid.).
Human trafficking is a severely punishable offence in the Kosovo Criminal Code. Participation in
human trafficking is punishable by a fine and imprisonment of five to twelve years (Art. 171(1)).
When such offense is committed within 350 meters of a school or other institution which is used
by children or the offense is committed against a person under the age of eighteen years, the
perpetrator can be punished by a fine and imprisonment of three to fifteen years (Art. 171(2)).
Whoever organises a group of persons to commit the offense of human trafficking under the
Kosovo Criminal Code can be punished by a fine up to €500,000 and by imprisonment of seven
to twenty years (Art. 171(3)).
Prostitution is also illegal in Kosovo. The Criminal Code stipulates that “whoever recruits,
organizes, assists or controls the other person for the purpose of prostitution is punished by a
fine and imprisonment of up to three years” (Art. 241(1)). When such offenses take place within
the perimeter of 350 meters of a school or another institution which is used by children, the
perpetrator shall be punished by a fine and imprisonment of six months to five years. The Code
also sanctions by fine and imprisonment of one to eight years all who by force or serious threat
or by holding another person in a situation of personal or economic dependency compels such
person to engage in prostitution. Up to ten years imprisonment is foreseen if victims of forced
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prostitution are between 16 and 18 years of age, while in cases of victims being younger than 16
years of age, up to 20 years imprisonment is foreseen. For victims younger than 14 years, the
Criminal Code foresees a minimum penalty of 10 years in prison.
The stakeholders interviewed agreed that the situation has improved significantly since the 1999
war, when it was considered to be problematic. Currently, there is an efficient legal system and
improved control of border entries of foreign nationals, which has reduced the trafficking activity
significantly. Stakeholders also state that numerous awareness raising campaigns of CSOs have
also contributed to the reduction in human trafficking. Nevertheless, most stakeholders agree
that more needs to be done in this direction. This holds true particularly for remote and distant
areas, which are considered to be home of groups at risk of potential trafficking. Large families,
distorted but yet strong kinship ties, lack of opportunities for personal and professional
development and employment are some of the factors defining the population in these areas
which appear to be particularly at risk of trafficking. Girls in these areas are often school
dropouts, with very little prospects for the future and the authorities consider them to be mostly
at risk of being trafficked. Urban centres can also involve risk of trafficking for young girls and
women.
Services for victims of trafficking include shelter, legal, medical and psychosocial services.
These services are offered by both public and non-governmental providers. While the public
shelters rely exclusively on public funding for its activities, NGO shelters are organised on a
regional basis and are able to fundraise part of the funding for their activities from international
donor organisations. Nevertheless, they too are heavily reliant on public funding for their day-today operations. Given the high dependency of shelters on public funding, the increase of the
government budget allocation for these services of over 50% in 2014 is very positive
development. Nine regional centres exist across the country and they are all accredited by the
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (MLSW) in offering the services for trafficked persons.
However, victims of trafficking can use the services of the regional centres only for a maximum
of six months, which in most cases is not sufficient to overcome the trauma of being trafficked,
let alone being able to find employment. In such cases, not wanting to leave these victims
without support, centres refer victims to their colleagues in other regional centres. “Authorities
could place child trafficking victims in one shelter designated solely for child victims of violence,
and foster care was available for long-term care” (US Department of State, 2015: 2011). The key
stakeholders interviewed report that a new law is expected to enter into force in 2016 that will
provide monetary compensation to victims of trafficking. The law foresees the creation of a
budget/fund from the penalties and fines issued by courts to convicted traffickers. This law aims
to compensate victims who cannot always retain compensations from damages caused by their
traffickers.

3.2. Corruption Assessment
Some of the most frequent cases of corruption in Kosovo are linked to political parties and high
profile figures. Senior civil servants are also perceived to be corrupt or at least appointed
because of their allegiance to a political party. Political parties themselves have been reported to
be the link between public procurement, the private sector and individual donors. All generous
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donors of political parties are rewarded through lucrative public contracts often awarded through
irregular procedures. The open data platform of the anticorruption organisation Çohu linking and
cross-referencing several publically available sources of information (Kosovo Business Registry,
List of Political Party Donors available at Central Election Commission, and Public Procurement
Database) reports PDK to have received €151,007 in donations from 52 individuals and legal
persons (businesses) in the period 2009-2012 (Çohu, n.d.). These donors have in turn been
rewarded by 325 public procurement tenders with a total amount of €162,517,080 (Ibid.).
Second comes AKR, which has received €12,828 in donations from individuals and legal
persons (businesses) in the period 2009-2012. These companies were awarded 42 public
tenders totalling at €3,089,817. The second largest party — LDK, comes third with €10,400
donations from seven individuals and legal persons in the period 2009-2012. These entities
have been awarded public contracts to the value of €419,631 (Ibid.).
As regards the judiciary, public satisfaction with its performance is very low. The UNDP periodic
survey of public opinion states that the judiciary is the public institution attracting the highest
dissatisfaction of citizens – only 13% of respondents have expressed satisfaction with the
Prosecutor’s Office performance while 14% have expressed the same for courts (United Nations
Development Programme, 2015). Perceived corruption within the judiciary is particularly
problematic – courts are reported to be the second most corrupt institution in Kosovo with 46.9%
of respondents in the survey reporting to perceive it as an institution where large-scale
corruption takes place (Ibid.). Selective application of justice and noticeable application of
double standards in similar cases have all contributed to large scale dissatisfaction among the
citizens with the performance of the judiciary.
The perceptions of citizens have also been fuelled by corruption-related scandals within courts
and the Public Prosecutor’s Office. In 2015, the President of the Court of Appeal and the Chief
Public Prosecutor of Gjakova were charged with corruption and abuse of official position.
Another Public Prosecutor in Mitrovica has also faced corruption related charges. Allegations by
unsuccessful candidates for the position of Chief Public Prosecutor (elected in 2015) that there
had been political interference in the selection procedure have also contributed to the
degradation of the public image of the justice system.
The EU Rule of Law Mission EULEX, which has been made part of the judiciary in Kosovo
primarily to deal with high profile cases of corruption and organized crime, has itself faced
corruption scandals. Maria Bamieh, the former EULEX Prosecutor, was not the only whistleblower exposing corruption within EULEX. Andrea Capussela, Head of the Economic Unit at
EULEX, suggested that the scandal was only a small part of much broader problems in the
troubled mission (Borger, 2014). While there is now growing disillusionment in Kosovo with the
performance of EULEX, “when the mission arrived promising to go after go after the “big fish” in
the nexus of organised crime and politics that had a stranglehold on Kosovo it was met with
euphoria” (Ibid.).
Aside from generic bad impact in terms of low trust in the justice system, creation of impunity
culture and general poor rule of law implementation appear not to have any direct links to human
trafficking. The US Department of State Human Trafficking Report 2015, states that government
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corruption creates an environment enabling some trafficking crimes. Several police officers,
labour ministry officials, and other government officials have been charged or convicted of
trafficking crimes (US Department of State, 2015).
The only major trafficking case that received both the attention of local media in Kosovo and
international ones regards human organ trafficking. Two major cases of such nature were
recorded and they are linked to the same private clinic in Kosovo. Organ trafficking cases
labelled as Medikus I and II have involved Kosovo and Israeli citizens, some of whom are
currently facing charges in their own country for the crimes they are charged with in Kosovo. The
indictment was published for seven persons charged with international organ trafficking and their
illegal transplantation (I akuzuari për Medikus, 2015). The indictment for Moshe Harel, an Israeli
doctor, also takes note of the indictment in Kosovo against him where he is described as the
leader of an organised network of persons who have recruited organ donors and their buyers,
primarily of Israeli origin (ibid.). The case has also involved 5 expertise procedures, 29 files and
thousands of documents, inclusive of 30 requests for international legal aid (Fata, 2013). All
persons indicted in the Medikus case for human trafficking, organized crime and illegal
professional practice are physicians, except Mr. Arban Dervishi, who is an economist by
profession (Ibid.). The case also involved corruption scandals in the Ministry of Health, related to
issuing various licenses and permits illegally and is a good illustration of the threat that
corruption poses.
Another worrying aspect of the functioning of courts in Kosovo relates to victim and witness
protection. “In 2011, because of concerns that witnesses were not being given sufficient
protection by EULEX, the EU set up a special investigative taskforce based in Brussels” (Borger,
2014). Leaking of confidential information in sensitive cases about victims and witnesses has
often jeopardised the outcomes of court procedures. To avoid this, a Special Court will be set up
in The Hague to deal with war crimes committed in the period 1999-2000. However, this requires
an amendment to the Kosovo Constitution, which in the light of political instability and paralysis
has been impossible to achieve. Even in high profile cases of war crimes at the ICTY leakages
of information have occurred and people have been indicted on accusations of publishing
information about witnesses and their intimidation. For example, former Kosovo Minister for
Culture, Youth and Sport Astrit Haraqija was indicted on the grounds that upon learning of the
identity of a witness in July 2007, instructed Bajrush Morina, an employee working as the
political advisor to the Deputy Minister at the Kosovo Ministry for Culture to travel to the
protected witness’ country of residence in order to persuade him not to testify against Haradinaj
(United Nations International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, 2008).
Given the policies on entry and employment in the country, the only way for foreign nationals to
reside legally in Kosovo and work is through registering with the office for foreign nationals and
obtaining the proper work permits. In the past reports of bribery have been made about
suspicious foreign nationals being issued working permits. With the decreasing trend of inward
trafficking of foreign nationals this is a declining issue but it is an important control point that
should be paid particular attention. The key informants (KS-WP9-04) in this study also
referenced this control point as being critical to combating trafficking of foreign nationals into
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Kosovo. The law on employment of foreigners in Kosovo designates the Department of Labour
and Employment within MLSW as the competent body for issuing work permits to foreign
citizens. The Department of Labour and Employment is obliged to inform the Ministry of Internal
Affairs within three working days of issuing and terminating work permits. Ministry of Internal
Affairs also informs Department of Labour if the residence permit of an employed foreign
national is terminated. Improved border control and improved efficiency of the Labour
Inspectorate have also been envisaged as important points of intervention directly affecting
trafficking levels in the country. Given that inbound trafficking has been in constant decline the
issue also decreases in importance.

IV.

CORRUPTION AND TRAFFICKING - IMPACT ON THE VICTIMS

The respondents involved in this study, regardless of their backgrounds and relevant experience
with trafficking, agreed that there is no single scenario of how trafficking occurs. Each case has
its own individual characteristics and there is no clear pattern applicable to all cases. With
regards to inward trafficking, the most frequent scenario that has been reported by key
informants is that of victims from poor countries being offered employment in Kosovo, usually in
the hospitality industry. In some cases they are later forced to prostitution and held against their
will. With regards to outward trafficking, victims are usually deceived through promises of better
life abroad and, similarly to inward trafficking, are promised working contracts. Once they are
trafficked (usually in Western European countries), they are forced into sex slavery and exploited
by organised crime groups.
The victims are most often recruited by a trustworthy person. In some cases, this is a friend,
boyfriend or distant relative. There are even reported cases of trafficking and forced prostitution
exercised by spouses (husbands), and mothers trafficking their daughters. Some respondents
(KS-WP9-05) indicate that most often the problem has economic roots: with widespread poverty
and extreme poverty across the country, promising income abroad is an opportunity not to be
missed by many young women, who later become victims of trafficking. Once in the destination
country, the person accompanying the victim usually leaves her in the care of organised crime
networks which operate effectively across most major cities in Europe.
For inbound trafficking, the entry into Kosovo is mainly done through official border crossings
and is done legally. Until 2006, the entry of trafficked persons was predominantly illegal, but now
most of trafficked persons enter Kosovo through official entry points (KS-WP9-04). Kosovo does
not apply visa regimes for many countries and access is relatively easy if accompanied or invited
by a Kosovo national or business.
As stated above, there has been a decreasing trend of inbound trafficking particularly from low
income countries from the former communist bloc. One of the explanations provided by
respondents (KS-WP9-01) for the reduced inflow of sex workers and trafficked persons from
former communist countries is the recently liberalised visa regimes that these countries enjoy
with the EU. With free movement to countries of higher living standards opened up to them, their
interest to come to Kosovo has dropped significantly. Similarly, it can be expected that once visa
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regimes are liberalised for Kosovo, there will be increased outbound trafficking particularly to EU
countries. Given that the European Commission has already issued a positive opinion of
liberalising visa policies towards Kosovo, pending some final criteria (including fighting
corruption), this aspect should be particularly taken into consideration. Stricter border controls
and closer monitoring of the travel abroad of at-risk social groups are among the tools necessary
for preventing outbound prostitution and trafficking.
For outbound trafficking victims, travel is usually illegal and often paid for by the traffickers,
which is also often used as pressure on victims to enter the sex industry. Threats against
families and physical violence are also a common form of pressure to force victims into
prostitution; victims are often abused and forced to work even while having health problems.
Health aspects have also been stressed by one of the NGO representatives interviewed who
states that HIV, hepatitis B, C and syphilis tests should be offered by public hospitals free of
charge. However, currently only some donor-funded initiatives provide such services. Hospitals
do not offer treat patients adequately and usually fail to protect their confidentiality. When
dealing with complex STD’s like Hepatitis C, the referral system connect the victim/patient to the
regional hospital, which makes it difficult to protect the confidentiality of patients’ identities. There
are many cases of victims being treated for various STDs like hepatitis, chlamydia, and syphilis
(KS-WP9-05), but the biggest challenge remains the protection of personal information.
Most inbound trafficking victims who have entered Kosovo legally – by being issued an invitation
(or visa in cases when such apply) – are provided employment documentation by a local
employer and obtain work and residency permits at the MLSW and Ministry of Internal Affairs
respectively. In the case that the country of origin of the trafficked persons has visa requirements
for entering Kosovo, they are issued by the Foreign Ministry’s consular service, upon receiving
an invitation from a Kosovo citizen or company. Their work documentation is usually for jobs as
retail workers, waitresses, service/restaurant managers or singers.
Interviewees reported that procedures for obtaining these documents are standard—they need
to apply for a work and stay permit in Kosovo. This is where corruption comes into play as
government officials are usually bribed to issue such permits to these women. Some women do
start working in the promised positions at the beginning of their stay and later are forced into
prostitution or other form of forced labour (KS-WP9-05). This has been the story of numerous
women and girls who in the post-1999 years have been trafficked to Kosovo. Given the
requirement for coordination and cooperation between the MLSW and the Ministry of Internal
Affairs, it is very difficult to obtain work permits and residency permits without proper
documentation or without bypassing these procedures through corruption practices.
Evading control points and procedures foreseen for the employment of foreign nationals in
Kosovo is a violation of the law and the prosecutor interviewed for the purpose of this study
confirmed to have investigated corrupt officials who were found guilty of abusing these
procedures. The law in Kosovo states that if a person sells her body for a profit it is considered a
misdemeanour, but if a person coerces another person to prostitute it is a criminal offence (KSWP9-01). Given such definitions, the handlers in most cases have the victims negotiate the
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deals with clients directly, thus making it very challenging to evidence their involvement in the
sexual exploitation of trafficked women. Despite the existence of a support line where victims of
trafficking can be reported, this communication channel is far from being utilised effectively for
the purpose it was set up. The support line should be more actively promoted and the general
public should be informed of channels through which they can report suspected victims of
trafficking.
With respect to money laundering, the Directorate for Investigation of Economic Crimes and
Corruption within Kosovo Police has not recorded a single case of money laundering in 2014. In
the previous year, the Kosovo Police reported four such cases but there is no clear link between
the decline in cases of trafficking and those of money laundering, as there is no information on
the nature of the 2013 cases. The European Commission Progress Report 2015 assessed that
“the action plan for the national risk assessment on money laundering and combating financial
terrorism was mostly implemented on time. With regard to the criminal offence of money
laundering, Kosovo’s legal framework is largely in compliance with the Vienna and Palermo
Conventions. However, certain gaps, for instance on the declaration of assets by senior public
officials and on market manipulation, remain” (European Commission, 2015a: 58). The 2015
report also recommended improved interaction and cooperation between the Financial
Intelligence Unit in the Ministry of Finance and key bodies in the anti-money laundering chain.
The report also called for improved cooperation and interaction between the police and the
prosecution, which was considered particularly vital. In terms of laundering money from illegal
activities (including trafficking and prostitution), all relevant institutions should be supported and
their capacities increased. To this end, central bank monitors in charge of overseeing the
transactions in the financial system should be particularly empowered and trained adequately.
In several instances public officials – including police, prosecutors, judges and officials from local
and central institutions – have been linked to cases of trafficking or have had charges brought
against them. Some have even been suspended from their jobs pending the outcome of the
cases (KS-WP9-01). With the financial power of organised crime groups and widespread
corruption practices in Kosovo, even the cases that reach the courts are not very likely to receive
harsh punishments as foreseen in the law (Ibid.). When these risks are added to already
problematic personal data protection and handling of trafficking cases, it discourages civic
engagement in reporting and eliminating crime.
In terms of geographic patterns of trafficking and prostitution, Gjakova, Pristina, Ferizaj and
Prizren have been reported to be most problematic. Interviewees reported that in the past few
years most of the cases identified and assisted in Kosovo come from these regions. While there
are no definitive explanations of this distribution pattern, interviewees were able to provide some
reasons behind it. Gjakova and Prizren are border regions with Albania, which has been one of
the few remaining countries of origin of trafficking into Kosovo. On the other hand, the activity in
Ferizaj and Prishtina is believed to have prospered because of the vast presence of
internationals and being along major transit routes.
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As regards the social aspects of trafficking of women, cultural attitudes in Kosovo make it difficult
for these women to go back to their villages after working in the sex industry as they will be
stigmatised, publicly ashamed or humiliated by their community. The prevalent opinion and
popular perception is that trafficked women are women with no morals and are treated as villains
instead of victims. Given the increased prevalence of locally trafficked women, working with
communities out of which the victims were trafficked is also essential in building sustainable
social safety nets that would enable full reintegration of victims.

V.

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the findings from the study, the following recommendations can be made with regards
to the improvement of the design of anti-trafficking policies and their implementation:
The implementation of the newly adopted National Strategy against Trafficking in Human Beings
in Kosovo 2015-2019 should include close monitoring and periodical assessment of the
achievement of objectives and results. The previous strategy (2011-2014) was considered to be
lagging in implementation.
Stricter enforcement of laws and particularly the Criminal Code provisions on anti-trafficking is of
utmost importance. Improved quality of handling and efficiency of processing of trafficking and
corruption cases are two most important aspects. They are in fact pre-conditions for any policy
to be effective and for the trust of the general public in the judiciary to be restored. In terms of
enforcement, the specific recommendation can be to vigorously investigate, prosecute and
convict traffickers, including officials assisting them to carry out the trafficking of victims and
arranging their stay in Kosovo.
Government institutions should fully implement the provisions of the 2013 law on Preventing
and Combating Trafficking in Human Beings and Protection of Victims of Trafficking,
which also foresees the establishment of a victim compensation fund. Given the financial
difficulties faced by victims of trafficking, this measure is particularly important.
Capacity development for relevant institutions in handling trafficking cases is also needed. This
should include provision of advanced anti-trafficking training to judges, prosecutors, and law
enforcement. Particular attention should be given to privacy aspects and protection of personal
data, as this has been a major cause of concern in the past.
Particular attention should be given to combating trafficking of children and their forced labour
since this has been an issue of concern and has increased in frequency of occurrence. The
measures to this end should be tailored to identify and assist children forced into begging.
Increased control of border crossings and movement of persons from and to Kosovo, and
greater monitoring of institutions issuing work permits and companies sponsoring those
documents is needed for the effective combating of inbound human trafficking.
In terms of victims who are foreign nationals, the recommendation is to extend temporary
residence permits to foreign victims of trafficking and witnesses in trafficking cases. As their
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residence permits are linked to their employment providing sponsorship of residency, their
permits also expire with their discontinuation of work and should be placed in safe houses.
The capacities of public health providers should be increased and they should be enabled to
offer more user-friendly and full-confidentiality for testing for HIV and other STDs. The health of
trafficked persons is particularly critical to ensure, and these services for the trafficked persons
should be provided in confidentially.
Psycho-social and shelter services offered at the regional centres for the support of victims of
trafficking and domestic violence are often inadequate or insufficient. Capacity development for
these organisations and development of their infrastructure to offer high quality services for their
tenants is required. Given the scarcity of psycho-social services in Kosovo, offering these
services within centres/shelters is considered to be of utmost importance for the successful
reintegration of victims in society.
The stay of trafficking victims in shelters should be extended for longer than 6 months, ideally
until full reintegration. The six months’ period that is currently foreseen as a transition period in
the shelters is considered to be insufficient for the full rehabilitation of trafficked victims and their
reintegration in society.
Another recommendation with regards to the sheltering and support for victims, is increasing the
number of trainings, employment courses and programmes offered at shelters or other affiliate
organisations, and where possible raise internal capacities of shelters to offer self-employment
or employment trainings for their tenants.
Education and awareness are crucial to the prevention of human trafficking and should therefore
be enhanced among social groups at risk as well as among the general public. Given that the
significant drop in the official statistics is partly attributed to past campaigns by local and
international organisations, it is recommended that these should be carried out regularly.
Awareness raising and education for the purpose of prevention can also be organised as part of
extra-curricular activities in primary and secondary schools.
Youth programmes which engage young people in extra-curricular and social activities are also
a key prevention tool. Lack of alternatives for youth engagement and lack of programmes for
their professional development are some of the conditions fostering trafficking and trafficking
activities. Offering such programmes to young people particularly in remote and rural areas
where social life and entertainment opportunities for youth are particularly limited is a highly
recommended prevention tool.
Proactive screening for trafficking among individuals engaged in prostitution, migrants, and other
at-risk populations has also been recommended as a policy measure parallel to allowing the
victims of trafficking the freedom to come and go in all shelters (US Department of State, 2015).
Proactive measures are very much in line with the strategy for intelligent policing that the Kosovo
Police has adopted and can be most effective measure for early identification of trafficking
practices.
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Annex: Codes and details of interviewees
Code

Position

Place of work

Age

Gender

Comments

Special Prosecution of
the Republic of
Kosovo

n/a

M

n/a

KS-WP9-01

Special
Prosecutor

KS-WP9-02

Project Officer

UNDP

n/a

W

n/a

KS-WP9-03

Human Rights
Officer

OSCE

n/a

M

n/a

KS-WP9-04

Former
Investigator

Directorate of Human
Trafficking of Kosovo
Police

n/a

M

n/a

Social Worker

Center for Protection
and Rehabilitation of
Women and Children
Liria

n/a

W

n/a

n/a

M

n/a

KS-WP9-05

KOPF (Kosovo
Population
Foundation)

KS-WP9-06

Executive
Director

KS-WP9-07

Director

Social Services Division
of MLSW

n/a

M

n/a

KS-WP9-08

Executive
Director

COHU

n/a

M

n/a

BIRN

n/a

W

n/a

Foundation Together
Kosova

n/a

W

n/a

KS-WP9-09 Project Manager
KS-WP9-10

Psychologist
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